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CHE ups tuition
MSU students paying S50 more
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & T,es

photo
Shirley Stahis signs the registration roll at the Murray Elementary School precinct Tuesday
morning while
Evelyn D. Jones provides assistance.

Boundaries cause confusion
By AMY WILSON
Stall Writer
Because of some confusion
at the polls early this morning,
some voters may have incorrectly cast their ballots in the
school board races.
"The precinct workers were
instructed to ask the voters if

they live in the city or the
county school board district,"
said Teresa 'gushing, County
Court Clerk.
After the voter responded,
the precinct worker was
responsible for flipping a
switch so the proper race was
highlighted.

However, reports have been
made that the question was
phrased differently at least at
one city precinct.
'One of our employee's voted out at Murray 11 this morning and she was asked 'do you
111 See Page 2

OWENSBORO — In spite of
requests made by student representatives from the eight state
universities, as well as from its
own student member, the Council
on Higher Education approved
tuition increases Monday for
1995-96.
Those increases will mean students attending community colleges will pay an additional $10
per semester (2.1 percent
increase), students at the University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville will pay an
extra $40 per semester (3.7 pertent increase) and students at
regional universities (which
includes Murray State University)
will pay an additional $50 per
semester (6.3 percent increase).
Since the implementation of
the policy in 1982-83, the result
has been annual increases of resident undergraduate tuition from 0
percent to 20 percent.
According to Kenneth Walker,
deputy executive director for
finance, each type of institution
(community colleges, regional
universities and doctoral institutions) has experienced the highest, middle or lowest annual percent increase.
"The current tuition policy has
been in place since 1981," Walk-

"Kentucky can't
afford higher education that Kentuckians can't afford."
Brian VanHorn
(SGA president)
er said. "Up until February 1993,
the council usedthis policy to set
rates on a biennial basis.
. "However, because of state
budget cuts, the CHE decided to
set tuition on an annual basis," he
said. "It is the staff's recommen-

dation that we apply the policy as
written for 1995-96."
Walker also noted that since
1986-87 to 1995-96, 51t rates
have increased at about the same
level.
example:-- Milffly Slate
University experienced an 11.9
percent increase in 1993-94, follo<ved by a 5.3 percent increase
for 1994-95.
'Meanwhile, stu'dents at UK and
U of L experienced a 16.7 percent increase in 1993-94, followed by an 11.2 percent increase
for 1994-95.
Brian VanHorn, .president of
MSU's Student Government
Association and chairman of the
board of student body presidents,
argued for the need to maintain
accessibility.
"How can we maintain accessibility with the financial burden?"
he. asked the council. "We need
to -apply our efforts to keep the
door of accessibility open. At
what point does this type of
increase close the doors on
accessibility?
"What Kentucky needs is a
reliable method to keep tuition at
a proper rate," he said. ,"Kentucky can't afford higher education
that Kentuckians can't afford."
The student representatives
U See Page 2

Going to the Polls
Statewide everyone
claiming victories
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Wild optimism among Republicans
in Kentucky has tempered somewhat as this election season comes
to a close, but GOP officials are still predicting a strong showing.
"I'm optimistic," Republican Chairman Terry Carmack said
Monday.
The 1st Congressional District race is a tossup. Carmack said.
Same for the 3rd District race. "1 think Ron Lewis is going to
win," he added.
• See Page 2

Nationally voters
angry over campaign

TOM BARLOW (D)
(Incumbent)

Cabinet sworn in Need Line
accepting
as troops leave
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti Michel, was ratified over the
(AP) — President Jean Bertrand weekend by both houses.
Aristide's prime minister and Michel's platform includes
an
I7-member Cabinet, whose task economic recovery program baseis to turn around the country after d on reducing tariffs, increasing
three years of military repression, exports and privatizing unprofitwere sworn in this morning.
able state enterprises.
The 45-minute inauguration
Meanwhile, more U.S. soldiers
took place at the minimally furnished national palace, which is who arrived in Haiti in Septemunder renovation — like the ber to help restore Aristide's
nation. The ceremony was elected government flew home as
attended by several Caribbean part of U.S. troop cutbacks. The
and Latin American political Pentagon has announced a drawing down of about 9,000 soldiers
leaders.
Parliament's lower house on by Christmas.
Monday overwhelmingly
Some 6,000 will be left behind,
endorsed Aristide's Cabinet after
seven hours of sometimes heated down from a peak of 21,000
troops.
debate.
Aristide's pick for prime
Still, news of the U.S. pullout
minister, 57-year-old Smarck has left some Haitians worried.

applications
for baskets

Need Line will be accepting
applications for Christmas
food baskets on Wednesday
and Thursday, Nov. 9 and 10.'
These will be taken during
the office hours of 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the office, located on
the ground floor of Weals
Community Center, 607 Poplar
Street.
Applicants must live in Calloway County and should
bring proof of income and
food stamps eligibility with
them, according to Kathie
Gentry, executive director.
For information, call
753-6333.

ED WHITFIELD (R)
(Challenger)

By SHARON COHEN
AP National Writer
They listened to months of name-calling. They watched weeks of
nasty TV ads. Now America's voters are answering back in a symphony of disenchantment. From a senior citizens center in 'Florida to a cramped office in
Brooklyn to the open range of Texas farm country, voters are angry •
at insiders, but leery of outsiders, tired of promises, but yearning
for deliverance.
They're wary of get-tough-on-crime talk, worried about health
•See Page 2

CHE approves Blackburn funding
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Although Murray State University students were handed a tuition increase Monday from the
Council on Higher Education, the
council also doled out some long
awaited funds.
After more than a year, Murray
State can finally notify the
National Science Foundation that
matching funds have been
obtained for a $2.4 million grant
to renovate research facilities at
Blackburn Science Building.
"It is certainly a relief," said
MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander. "Now we have to get busy
with the renovation."
The grant, which was applied
for in 1992, has been on hold for
more than a year because the urn-

"It is certainly a
relief. Now we have
to get busy with the
renovation."
Kee% Alexander
(MSU president)

versity had been unable to provide the $1.2 million in matching
funds required by the National
Science Foundation.
The project will upgrade
approximately 32 instructional
and research spaces to current
standards in the areas of allied
health: pre-professional programs
of dentistry, engineering, medicine, optometry and pharmacy;
environmental studies; and

biochemistry/chemical toxology
programs.
In addition to receiving the
matching funds, MSU was also
allocated $300,000 for the removal of underground storage tanks
at the West Farm and at the
Motor Pool and remediation of
contaminated soil as required by
state and federal regulations.
The $1.5 million came from
the 1994/96 life/safety bond pool.
In the agency bond pool, the
CHE approved $4,989,000 for
MSU's Woods Hall renovation
which would convert 220 double
occupancy rooms to 100 efficiency apartments.
The council also approved
$750,000 for modernizing MSU's
Winslow Cafeteria to allow
implementation of a new meal
access system. •
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International war crimes hearing opens
••••

•

Germany to surrender jurisdiction
By MIKE CORDER
in a torture-murder case against a
Associated Press Writer
Bosnian Serb.
'THE HAGUE. Netherlands
The panel of three judges ruled
(AP) — The Yugoslav War
Crimes Tribunal, in the first from from behind bullet-proof
glass and protected by U.N.
international war cruno hearing.
'armed guards.. Anti-Serb "deinon:
since World War 11, today asked
Armors marched outside as the •
hearing took place before an
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FROM PAGE 1
Carmack_ also predicted gains
in the state Senate and House.
This may be somewhat more
subdued than earlier predictions
by some Republicans of big
increases in the General Assembly and, possibly, a sweep of the
three really contested congressional- raccs.
But for Republicans even to be
this close represents a shift in
some of the electoral tide in
Kentucky.
Still, the success is modest.
Polls will be open from -6 a.m.
to 6 p.m. local time in the state's
• 3,272 grecinets. There are
2,132,152 registered voters,
though the most optimistic turnout predictions are that less than

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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overflow crowd in a room rented
from an insurance agency.
Presiding Judge Adolphus
Karibi-Whyte of 'Nigeria said
necessary
Germany must take
steps to comply with the tribunal's request for jurisdiction in try--ing Dusan Tadic. The court did
not ask for Tadic in person, since

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

* Murray's Premiere *
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* Financing Available *
"Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer'
:
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808 Coldwater Rd, Murray

759-1435

will cast
ballots.
1- Carmack said it was the Democrats who set the standard for
success in congressional races
this year when his counterpart,
Grady Stumbo, predicted Kentucky would go back to having
four Democratic members in the
House.
"If we have anything more
than two, then it will be a successful year," Carmack said.
The 2nd District race between
surprise incumbent Republican
Ron Lewis and Owensboro Mayor David Adkisson is the lynch
pin to both sides.
Arnett makes the race out
almost as a referendum on U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford, a native of
the 2nd District and Adkisson's
mentor.
"Tobacco has been made the
number one issue in that. district," Arnett said. "I don't
believe the tobacco people will
turn their backs on Dave Adkisson and Wendell Ford, especially
Wendell Ford."
In the 3rd District in Jefferson
County, the race between Democrat Mike Ward and Republican
Susan Stokes could actually turn
on the vote for Richard Lewis,
the Taxpayer Party candidate and
anti-abortion advocate.
"If the independent candidate
gets 10 percent or more, the race
is over, Mike Ward is going to
win," Arnett said.
"Don't just assume that every
vote that Richard Lewis gets is
from Susan Stokes," Carmack
warned.
Arnett said incumbent Democrat Tom Barlow has pulled away
from Republican Ed Whitfield.
Legislative races, the most
contentious in years, have been
somewhat overshadowed by the
congressiorial contests.
"We think we're going to pick
up three seats in the Senate, a
minimum three," Amen said.
"I've predicted a net gain of
one or two," Carmack said.

CLARIFICATION
In an article in'Monday's paper, it was incorrectly stated that
the family of Roger Jones and
Sheriff Stan Scott were opposed
to the plea agreement in the Billy
Barnett case. They are not
opposed to the agreement.
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The Christmas season officially begins in Murray on Saturday,
December 3rd. wlh the Rotary Club's Annual Christmas Parade.
Again this year, the Downtown Business Association plans a gala
celebration downtown before and after the parade, which will insure
a truly fabulous Christmas season kickoff.
School groups,church groups,civic organizations, bands,aritrraisic
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes will
be awarded to the first- three places in three separate divisions -Church/Religious Division. Clubs/Civic Organizations, and Commercial Division. The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an
'excellent•way to have some Christmas fun and maybe raise some morry
at the same time. First place in each division will pay $150. The theme of
the parade will be a "Murray Christmas."

As in the Past years, entrants will line up at
9:30 a.m. Saturday on N. 10th St. and proceed
downtown. The parade will begin at 10:30 a.m.
Mail entries to:"Rotary Club," P.O. Box 411,
Murray, KY 42071, or call the Chamber of
Commerce at 753-5171.
Name:
Phone Number:
Entry Description.
Group
40.

it has not yet indicted him.
Tadic would become the first
international war crimes defendant since the Nuremberg and
Tokyo war crimes trials of the
1940s.
•Ce.iiiialiy had no objections to"
handing Tadic's case over to the
tribunal, which cannot try suspects in absentia. However, it had
noted constitutional and legal
barriers to surrendering Tadic's
case.
Tadic, accused of murder, torture, forced evacuations-and gang
rape, is being held in a Munich
prison, after being identified last
February by a Bosnian Muslim in
a German refugee center. German
authorities indicted him Monday
on 15 counts of genocide and 10
of murder.

Tadic's legal representative,
Joeng Sklebitz, told the Court his
client was willing to be tried by
the tribunal, but said Tadic denies
the charges.
Prosecutor Richard Goldstone
opened the hearing by lamenting
that the Nuremberg trials of Nazi
war criminals had failed to end
crimes against humanity.
"(After) Nuremberg, it was
generally anticipated by the international community that a new
era had begun," he told the
court. "It was not to be. The past
five decades have- witnessed
some of the gravest violations of
humanitarian law."
• The Hague Tribunal is patterned on the Nuremberg and
Tokyo war crimes courts, but it
faces obstacles that didn't hinder
victorious World War II allies

who already had defendants
under lock and key.
Set up by the U.N. Security
Council a year ire,o, the tribunal
has no one in custody, and wants
to try suspects who for the most
part are proteced by -their
governments.
Goldstone said witnesses'
statements implicate Tadic directly in atrocities committed in the
northwestern Prijedor region of
Bosnia in 1992.
Tadic, a 38-year-old former bar
owner and karate instructor,
allegedly helped create death lists
of Muslim citizens and was
involved in forced deportations.
Tadic and a group under his command summarily executed
unarmed non-Serbs, according to
eyewitness accounts cited by
Goldstone.

state legislature and I think the
universities need to do a better
job of selling themselves to the
General Assembly.
"There's only so much money
that can go around and we have
got to be able to getas much out
of a dollar as possible," Johnson
said. "I think these students have
a point — rising costs do shut out
people."
In response, council member
Joe Bill Campbell acknowledged
that a lack of communication
between the CHE and the state

to set tuition," said Eastern Kentucky University President Hanly
Funderburk. "We are hurting and
we firmly believe we have to
have some help."
'Funderburk said higher education has gone from the General
Assembly paying 80 percent and
the students paying 20 percent to
a 70/30 situation.
"The students are correct when
they say the load is being
shifted," he said. "Yes, it will
affect access and we aren't happy
about that." ,
Murray Stati-Umversity President Dr. Kern Alexander, who
has placed recruitment and retention on his priority list, said he is
very concerned about tuition
increases and reluctantly supports
the proposal.

1

III Tuition...
FROM PAGE 1
brought a resolution to the council rather than spending time on a
phone and petition campaign.
"One of the observations I
made on my campus at Northern
Kentucky University is-- that we
had a feeling that there's nothing
we could do about the tuition
increase," said Jamie Ramsey,
CHE student_member."We didn't
have an uprising like at UK. The
students spend time working- for
their education and there's not
enough time for much else."
_offereft-thr.ee_ameitti__
ments to the council's proposed
tuition policy, but received no
support from other council
members.
"Students understand that tuition has to go up, but we feel we
are being used because of a failure of the state legislature to
provide adequate funding," Ramsey said. "I think we are gambling with something we
shouldn't be gambling with
(accessibility)."
Following the student presentation, CHE member David Porter
said the council certainly understands and is aware of the issues.
Much of the blame for the tuition increases was placed at the
foot of the state legislature
because of a lack of proper funding. However, in his address to
the council, Rep. Louis Johnson
pointed out another factor.
"A lot of the blame comes
because the state - legislature
hasn't funded higher education,"
he said. "It seems as if the CHE
has gotten out of touch with the

legislature has hi-on harisaya,

"There is no question that
higher education is hurting worse
now than ever before and it was
significantly harmed when funds
were taken away because of
budget cuts," he said. "If the
General Assembly doesn't get
more involved, tuition wil go up
and quality will decrease. We
desperately need more assistance
from the legislative and executive
branches."
CHE chainfian James Miller
echoed Campbell's comments.
"We've done a poor job of
communicating with the legislature," he said. "There's no question about it. We're at the point
of denying access by not being
able to offer certain 'courses
because of financial:constraints."
Although a tuition increase
will mean students will have to
dig deeper in their pockets, it will
.be a relief for university presidents who have had to struggle to
make ends 'meet.
"As presidents, we certainly
support your statutory authority
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"We are forced to levy a user
tax on the students because the
state as a whole hasn't fulfilled
its obligation," Alexander said.
"We have to be concerned with
access. At what point can the system charge more without the students turning away?"
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Alexander said 'that the state
tax effort to support Murray State
has decreased 30 percent while
the students' effort has increased
9 percent.
"This creates a disturbing
trend," he said. "How are we
going to handle this user fee? I
think the council should convey
its displeasure of having to levy a
user tax rather than a state tax on
those who benefit from the spillover from higher education."
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•Boundaries...
FROM PAGE 1
and gone past its boundaries, but
the school boards still have the
want to vote for the city or the
county,— said Ray Coursey, old boundaries," Rushing said.
deputy clerk. "The question was "The school boundaries are different from the city limits. It's been
phrased incorrectly."
like this for 22 years and we
Two Ledger staff members
haven't had an election where the
who voted earlier this morning at
city and county school board
Murray 11 also reported that they
boundaries have been the same
were asked whether they wanted
with the city limits."
to vote in the city or the county
As a result, some.city residents
school board race.
in Murray 1, 4, and 11 are eligiCoursey said Marvin Harris
ble to vote in the county school
was sent out to the precinct to
board race.
make sure the question was being
"We are leaving it up to the
asked properly.
voter to tell us where he needs to
"The workers are doing it right
vote," Rushing said. "According
now," he said. "Hopefully we
have any problems nipped in the to a new law that will go into
effect in January 1995, the school
bud."
boards will be required to give us
The correct way to phrase the
question is to ask if the voter
lives in the city or the county
school board district. The
response will determine which
FROM PAGE 1
race the voter can participate in.
care
and immigration and won"I can underatand anyone's
apprehension who is running for dering, why, oh why, can't Cona position," Coursey said. "I gress balance its own checkbook
think we need to get in touch the way everybody else does.
Just ask Bill Bryson, a 60-yearwith all the split districts and
make sure the precinct workers old farmer and rancher in Pilot
Point, Texas, north of Dallas. He
are careful."
William "Bill" Smith, who is a says he has learned the value of a
candidate in the city school board dollar as one of nine children and
race, said he had received several just wishes the folks on Capitol
phone calls earlier this morning Hill would, too.
"My dad always taught me it
indicating some voters had experienced difficulties and weren't doesn't matter how much you
make as long as you save some
able to vote in the school board
of it," he said, lifting a pail of
race.
grain to feed his prize-winning
Historically, there has been
confusion with the school board horses. "Congress could take that
races because of the boundaries. advice. No matter what they take
in, they spend twice as much."
"The city limits has expanded

a list of voters."
If there are any problems,
Coursey said a phone call to
Frankfort should help take care of
them.
"We can't do anything until
the votes are tallied," he said.
"You try to manage as well as
you can while the election is
going on and then try to clear it
up later as best as you can."
Coursey said that voter turnout
has been rather low so far, but he
said his office has received several phone calls from residents asking where they should vote.
"If they all get out and vote, I
think we will have a good turnout
later on," he said.

IN Voters...

* t*
Kathleen Thornton
Murray City School Board

November 8, 1994
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1 Strengthening Iles For A Better Future
Paid For By Kathlecn Thornton

Bryson wouldn't say whether
he intends to vote for Ann
Richards, the Democratic governor he respectfully calls "Miss
Ann," or her Republican opponent, George W. Bush. During
the campaign, Richards attacked
Bush as inexperienced and at one
point referred to him indirectly as
a "jerk."
Neither Bryson nor his wife of
34 years, Betty Dee, a retired
social studies teacher, trusts
politicians.
"I think they forget who elects
them when they get up there,"
she said. "It's a situation of, 'If
you scratch my back, I'll scratch
yours.' It's more to get themselves in the limelight to further
their own career."

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Hates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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MILWAUKEE (AP) — A freeway pileup sent metal scaffolding
flying off a truck through the side of a school bus, killing a 7-yearold boy. Thirteen others were injured in the accident.
Tou Xiong was sitting behind the driver when the piping tore
through the bus and struck him in the neck, said Sheriff's Sgt.
David lusehwitz.
"The bus driver slammed off and on the brakes ... and there was
this big truck with pipes on it," said 11-year-old Cameron Davis,
another of the 17 youngsters being taken home from Calhoun
Elementary School.
"Everybody was sliding forward and people were like on the
floor screaming and crying," Cameron said.
Traffic on Interstate 94 was slowing down for an unrelated accident when a car slarrimeA into the rear of the truck carrying the
scaffolding. The car became lodged under the rear of the flatbed
and caught fire.
The impact also sent the flatbed into the back of another car,
which hit the back of a second semi-trailer, and the scaffolding was
sent flying into the bus.
The sheriff's department said no charges had been filed but the
accident remained under investigation.
Ten youngsters were taken to the Children's Hospital of Wisconsin for treatment, and all hut one were released, spokeswoman
Caryl Sewell said Monday. One boy was in fair condition. Also
treated and released were the bus driver and a man and woman in
the car that caught fire.
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Cancer pains hit teens hard
By MICHELLE BOORSTEIN
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Suffering
through more chemotherapy was
too much for Billy Best, so the
J6-year-old packed a bag, wrote a
goodbye note to his parents and
Mk off. Now other young cancer
patients wish they could lure him
home.
"I just wish I could talk to him
and tell him it's all right to feel
the pain," said Aaron Fasunan, a
20-year-old from Woodstock,
N.Y. diagnosed last summer with
Hodgkin's disease, the same condition Billy has.
"But he's just got to heal himself. He has a long life ahead of
him. He can do his treatments
right next to me if he wants."
Best, who fled his Boston
home on Oct. 26, called his
parents last Friday from Texas to
tell them that he was all right, but
needed more . time.
"He said he still feels like (the
medication) is killing him and he
doesn't want to do it," said Billy's father,
'

Billy's thinking surprised some
doctors, who say up to 80 percent
of people who undergo full
chemical and radiation treatments
emerge cancer-free. But Fastman
understands.
'14•can " relate to what he's
thinking. Absolutely."' said Fastman, who has just completed his
treatment
fourth
of
chemotherapy.
Hodgkin's disease is a cancer
of the body's lymphatic system,
which is used to fight infection.
It is fatal if untreated.
Billy's.first five treatments had
eradicated the cancer from everywhere but the area around his
windpipe. But doctors said the
treatments, which had been causing hair-loss, nausea and lethargy, were needed for four more
months to eliminate all traces of
the disease.
Other young patients recall
going bald while their peers fretted over hair styles, and dropping
weight uncontrollably while
friends pumped iron at the gym.
• For teen-agers — already
under the typical pressures of

growing up — the physical pain
of chemotherapy and the emotional trauma of facing a deadly
disease can seem insurmountable,
experts said.
"When you impose a disease
like cancer 'it totally changes the
agenda," said Dr. Philip Pizzo,
chief of pediatrics at the Natiomil
Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Md.
"It clearly makes you different
and that has serious
implications."
But Billy's reaction to learning
that he would need more chemotherapy still seemed extreme
to some cancer experts.
"I was surprised, essentially
by the radical nature of this kid
taking off," said Dr. David
Rosenthal, director of health services at Harvard University and a
past president of the American
Cancer Society. "But what
doesn't surprise me is the fact
that young people are having a
great deal of difficulty dealing
with thes-e- issues."
Jason Nickoloff remembers
losing his eyebrows and feeling-

Court won't reinstate
Illinois boy's adoption Gunman kills one, hurts three
protracted litigation likely. That
prompted child psychologist Kim
WICKLIFFE. Ohio (AP) — A
with She butt nf his, gum Tenchr8
suggest the adults paranoid schizophrenic returned
Grimm pushed her to
_Lowell
more litigation despite a U.S. should "step back and really do to his childhood
middle school
safety inside a gymnasium, and
Supreme Court ruling that cleared what is the right thing for this
with a shotgun and oPened fire in
she wasn't seriously hurt. But the
the way for the adopted 3-year- child ... and not make him a ping- .the hallways., kitling.a ancinriinn
--gunman-turned -on Grimm; he
old to be turned-over-to-his-trim.- P
- M hall."
and wounding' three other men
was in critical condition early
logical father.
Dell'Angela warned against
before he too was " shot and
today with gunshot wounds to the
The Supreme Court justices on severing the child's ties with his .0 arrested.
chest, abdomen and arm.
Monday made no comment as adoptive parents no matter what
None of the 500 students at
Officer Thomas Schmidt, 47,
they left intact a ruling by Illi- the legal outcome. She said
Wickliffe Middle School was pursued the gunman down hallnois' highest court that awarded Richard should have contact with
injured. A police officer and a ways and was shot several times.
permanent custody to his biologi- both families throughout his
teacher were in critical condition, He was in critical condition
cal father, Otakar Kirchner.
childhood.
and an assistant principal and the today.
Hours later, Kirchner's 'lawyer
Baby Richard was born March
gunman also were wounded,
The gunman was finally
asked the Illinois' Supreme Court 16, 1991, to Daniela Janikova. police said.
stopped after he was shot in the
to order the boy's adoptive Kirchner was in Czechoslovakia
Keith A. Ledeger, 37, will be right hand, right foot, stomach
parents to give him up. visiting, a sick relative,'- at the
charged today with murder and
immediately.
time, and Janikova had been told, attempted murder, Police Chief and buttocks. He was in satisfactory condition early today.
Cook County Public Guardian erroneously, that he had married
Jim Fox said. .
School was canceled today,
Patrick Murphy, meanwhile,/ an old girlfriend while there.
Eleven -year-old Tanya
and a team of crisis counseloss
asked the Circuit Court in ChicaShe moved out of Kirchner's
Krishack said she was in the arrived to help students, teachers
go to grant the adoptive parents home and gave Richard up for
school's office when the gunman and parents.
temporary custody pending a adoption when he was 4 days old.
arrived shortly after 2. p.m. Withearing on the child's best She told Kirchner the child had
nesses said he was wearing a
"I know many of the kids were
interests.
died, and didn't tell,the adoptive dark jacket, possibly, from a
absolutely distralght. and terriThe Illinois Supreme Court couple's lawyer who had fathered
camouflage outfit.
fied," said Principal Gordon Gerdecision, which had been appe- her child.
"I saw this guy and he had a ber.. "They were quite shook up.
aled by the Murphy and the adopgun
... . It was really big and he It was a horrifying experience."
Kirchner'said he didn't discovtive parents, voided the 'child's
was pointing it at the custodian,"
Gerber, who was an admini1991 adoption on the grounds er the truth until 57 days after the
she said. "He told me to move strator at the school in the 1970s
that Kirchner's/parental rights baby's birth, and took legal
and I got out. Then when I closed when it was a junior high, said
were improperly terminated.
action immediately to recover the
the door, he shot-and I started to Monday he remembered Ledeger
Neither ruling addressed who child. He and Janikova have since
run."
as a student. Anderson also may
should raise the child, making married.
The gunman asked for Assis- have been a counselor at the
(ant Principal James A. Ander- school then, he said.
son, 51, and shot him in the lower back and buttocks. He was
Ledeger "was in a group of
treated and released.
kids who sometimes got into
Custodian
Christopher,
Peter
The telephone system, at the Murray Ledger and Times office
trouble. I would not label him as
41, confronted the gunman and a troublemaker. I don't know of
was malfunctioning Monday. We apologize for any inconvenience
was killed.
this may have caused.
any problem he may have had
The gunman pushed aside a
With Mr. Anderson or me," Gerseventh-grade girl in the side
ber said.
CHICAGO (AP) — The custody battle over Baby Richard is

noticeably skinny as he underwent chemotherapy for Hodgkin's as a 17-year-old high school
senior
"I felt sort of depressed and
left out," said Nickoloff, now 22
and free of the disease.
To combat the urfique difficulties adolescent cancer patients
have, many hospitals •have set up
programs to encourage youths to
counsel each other in support
groups, overnight camps and road
trips.
"I can well' remember kids
who were on the verge of dropping out of treatment who were
brought back by other kids," Pizzo said.
Now Billy needs to come
home, he said.
"Whatever he's facing is certainly appropriate, but it has been
faced by others," Pizzo said,
"and is certainly possible by his
inner strength and ability to
conquer."
We can provide information and coverage for your

FARM
INSURANCE

-'was diagnosed as a paranoid schizophrenic 17 years ago, and has
been hospitalized fgr the_ diseaso _
in the past. When he refuses his
medication, she said, he becomes
"uncontrollable." And while he/
has a long history of petty theft,
none of his crimes were violent.
"He never really hurt anybody
before," Harriet Ledeger, of
Englewood, Fla., told The Sarasota Herald-Tribune. "We don't •
understand why he would do
this."

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR, HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Harokl "Jack' Roinaln4
Licensed In KY 8. TN
759-1033 of 753-0873
401 S. 121h SL • Murray

We'll always be there for you.
Shatter Insurance Cos Horne Once Columbia MO

Discounted O.E. Xerox Supplies
Call Greg at
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SEMINARS
BREAST AND OVARIAN CANCER
presented by

Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi
Medical Oncologist
Saturday, November 12
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board Room
10:30-11:30 a.m.
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-- and -SKIN DISORDERS:
BUMPS, RASHES AND SKIN CANCER
presented by

Dr. Michael Adams
Family Practitioner
Saturday, November 12
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Education Unit, Third Floor
10 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

P

reregistration is required. Call 762-1384 or
1-800-342-MCCH by noon Thursday, Nov. 10. All
Saturday Seminars are free and open to the public

Upcotning 1994 Saturday Seminars

Killed 12/24/9"

Killed 5/ /91
_
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FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Nov. 19, 10-11 a in Colon Cancer
Dr mold' Ahmadi Medical Oncologist
Dec. 10, 10-11 a.m. Lung Cancer
Dr Mehdi Ahmadi, Medical

Oncologist

MURRAY CALli'MAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
803 foplar Street • Murray, Knroucky 42071 •(502)762 1100
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GUEST EDITORIAL

Autumn shows us how
to cope with changes
that come in our lives
:The following was written by Dr. Robert Darrell. chairman of the
English Deyftrtment, Kentucky Wesleygnolgjii OweosIvro,
was printed in thi-Oct.20edition ofthe Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer.
In the past few days, autumn has displayed its rich and bountiful
storehouse of colors.- Nature's reds and yellow's and browns arid greens"..
and all their variations in between dazzle us. Add the equally various
shapes these colors paint, and we visually harvest what nature has
nourished through winter, spring and summer.
The great English Romantic poet John Keats wrote in his poem "To
Autumn" that autumn plays its own music as well as painting its own
canvas. How well we know: Autumn breezes lift and turn nature's
Colors—colorful-rhythms to feast even the least imaginative among us.
Our eyes sec freshly,- our pace quickens, our appreciation grows.
• In its magnificent outdoors classroom, autumn teaches us an
important lesson. Like nature, we, too, experience change—internally
and externally. We,too,possess a storehouse of resources with which to
respond to change and to appropriate its'rhythms--with the same beauty
and grace characteristic of autumn. From autumn, we can learn how to
color and pace our changing, how to deal with change not to our liking,
how to live in change daily.
In its harmonic colors,shapes and movement,autumn dramatizes that
nature survives its winters, revives in its springs; thrives in its summers,
and becomes-ravishingly beautiful and graceful in its falls. So,too,can
we.

The dark side ofMain Street
In my hometown, Main Street ran
from east to west, barely touching
the greens of the country club on
one side, and stretching almost as
far as the Ford plant on the other. A
stranger could walk the town from
border to border along Main, about
2 miles, and get a fair idea of the
town's pace and style, get a feel for
what made it tick.
Starting at Oak Hills with its
splendid lawns • and grand old
homes, Main Street yielded to
smaller cape cods and duplexes the
closer you got to downtown. St.
Francis Cathedral, school and convent hogged the blocks around
Borough Hall, and the commercial •
section began with Danford's, a
confectionary where adults on the
way to the train in the morning
purchased coffee and a newspaper.
After school most of the town's kids
stopped there for sweets, though
there were aI.a7s 3f.w who-favored shoplifting.
When kids got to be junior high
school age,they bypassed Danford's
and went on to Stores, a record and
appliance store where you could
actually play 45's and dance as long
as you didn't get too rowdy. There
were three blocks of retail establish-

but much of the retail business has
moved out to Menlo Park and
Woodbridge Center, huge malls
where kids still travel in packs but
carry their own credit cards, and
retired people in wind suits get their
daily exercise and then rest on
plastic benches beneath artificial
trees.

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
mcnts on downtown Main, including two department stores, Kahn's
and Morris's. Local girls spent
endless hous in both of them,mostly
"just looking," but other times trying on outfits they dreamed of
wearing to the-Christmas Ball or to
the • dance at the YMCA.
Wedged between the Chinese
laundry . and the Presbyterian
Church was the train station, which
was thronged at commuter hours but
mostly deserted the rest of the day.
And then there were the post office,
-the Revolutionary War
y,
and a string of professional offices
that led to the Forum,a local movie
theater. Beyond that, Main -Streetdegenerated into shabby houses and
ragtag stores, until it spilled into
Route 1 and crossed the boundary
into another community altogether.
When I was growing up, you
could still feel the trolley tracks that

had been paved over years before.
fley used to run Main Street from
downtown all the way out beyond
Oak Hills to Pumptown Corners,
and the story goes that if the trolley
conductorwere in .an expansive
mood he might pick up a spool of
thread for a local matron on his
lunch• hour, and drop it off on his
way back across town.
Today Main Street is much as it
has always been, but with a few
changes. Now where Stort s usë.d to
be there's a tiny little cafe where you
can sip cappucino and nibble on
those titter Italian triscuits
anise seeds in them. And the east
end has been gentrified, so that
many of the once shabby houses
have been restored and now serve as
attorneys' and architects' offices.
There is still shopping downtown,

I never thought much about Main
Street while I was living in my
hometown; it was a part of the
landscape that was taken for,
granted, like the sun rising in the
cast and setting in the west. But
when I was first asked to write a
newspaper column and come up
with a name, I called it "Main
Street" without even thinking.
The title has sparked a lot of
memories and spawned hundreds of
columns. Readers seem to prefer
the.bitttabout growing upth a small
town, the simple stories of childhood's wishes and dreams. But
there - are darker tales on Main
Street, other stories of a small town
and the people in it: The way a town
has secrets and a long memory,and
the stories are repeated again and
again, so that even more people get
to hear them.

FROM OUR READERS
Beware of new 'license fee' tax
Dear Editor:
Unknown to many county residents, the Calloway County fiscal
Court is about to impose yet another tax on local citizens and businesses.
For those who are already struggling to pay their bills, this new tax will
make it even more difficult.
This new tax that lam referring to is a "license fee" which must be paid
by local insurance agents. Beginning in July, 1995, insurance agents
will have to pay to the county a fee equal to 9 percent of premiums
collected for most types of insurance. However, as we allicnow, such
license fees are routinely passed along to the consumer, and thus local
residents and businesses will see their insurance rates go up(this new tax
comes at a time when many insurance rates are already going up by
substantial amounts).
What bothers me most about this new tax is that county officials have
not proven that the tax is even needed. Only a few articles have
appeared in the paper about this new tax, and very little has been said
about why the county needs more money.
According to one article, this new-sax will help pay for the new jail.
However, the jail is still in the design phase, and no construction bids
. Various polls show that the over-.
have been received. And, until these-bids are received, the county will
whelming majority of Americans
now know exactly how much the jail will cost. Perhaps I'm thinking too
are glum. Theydislike the national
logically, but it seems that county officials should wait to see how much
decline in everybody - else's morthe jail will cost before jerking Up taxes.
ality, meddling government, douAnother article mentioned that the new tax will help pay for new
blespeak politicians, arrogant mecounty services. What services will be added, and how much will they
dia, highly paid athletes, sports
cost? Again, no definite dollar figure has been announced. To me, it
strikes,and many other annoyances.
seems unjust for county officials to force county residents and
The question is why are people so
businesses to pay additional taxes without proving why the tax is needed.
unhappy when times are relatively
Incidentally, county officials admit that they don't know how much,or
good, the economy seems perky,
how little, money will be generated by the new tax. This means that in
We need more misery to be
the future Fiscal Court may come along in the future and add even more 'and it scents unlikely that Judge Ito
happy?
will totally ban TV coverage.
taxes.
"Exactly. We got it too good.
To get answers, I arranged for an
I'm concerned that when revenue from this new tax starts rolling in,
When Was the last time you had to
exclusive interview with Dr. I.M. call your brother-in-law
county officials will become giddy, pull out their "wish lists," and start
to bring Kookie, the internationally re- over his jumper cables because
spending money on lots of useless projects that really don't benefit
the
nowned expert on lots of stuff. cold
county residents. Then,when money is needed to pay for the jail or other
weather killed your car batDr. Kookie has been studying the
projects,taxes will have to be raised again because the money which was
tery?"
droopy American spirit at the think
to have been spent on the jail was wasted on other projects.
It has been so long. I don't
tank he founded: The Institute to
Although county officials seem determined to raise taxes to pay for
remember.
Determine
What's
the new jail (which admittedly is needed), I wonder if they have
Up.
"See? It used to be that when we
Here are some of his findings:
thoroughly looked at all methods of financing.
•
got a cold snap, every brother-in"People are Unhappy for one very
Several months ago,anew-jail was opened in Christian County. That
simple. reason. They are nqt un- law was out with hisjumper cables.
jail(costing more than Calloway'sjail will cost)was built without raising
But now they make better cats and
happy enough."
taxes. County officials relied on a combination of state grants and loans
batteries that almost always start.
But that doesn't make sense.
to pay for the jail. However,officials there arc able to pay off the loans
So how can you feel good when
How can they be unhappy because
with money received from the state for housing state prisoners.
your engine starts if you weren't
they are not unhappy when it is clear
Calloway County officials should investigate this possibility more
miserable because it didn't start in
that the arc, indeed, unhappy?
thoroughly before raising taxes.
thc first place?"
"That is a very good question.
Up until now, I haven't heard many residents talking about this tax.
So we need dead batteries to be
Actually,it is a stupid question, but I
-Perhaps it's due to the fact that most haven't heard of the tax,or perhaps
happy?
will try Lobe polite. So I will answer
it's because people don't really care what local government does.
"More than that. In the Great
it anyway. OK, when you are real
However,for those people who are concerned about this tax and want to
Depression, what made people misthirsty, what makes you feel betexpress their opinions,! urge you to be on hand Thursday.Nov. 10, when
erable?"
ter?"
county officials hold a public hearing on this tax. This hearing is to be
That's easy. Being out of work,
Having something to drink.
held at 9:30 am. in the auditorium of the George Wcaks building.
not having food or a roof over their
"Right. And when you arc real
Keep in 'mind that Fiscal Court will be able to vote on this insurance
heads.
hungry, what makes you feel
tax following the hearing, so if you art tired of additional taxes, be sure
"Right. So what made them
•. _to
good?"
attend the meeting and voice your opinions. Or,contact your county
happy?"
Obviously, having something to
magistrate directly. If you don't know who your magistrate is, call the
A job, food on the table, and a
judge-executive's office to get their name and phone number. I urge _ eat.
"Very good. Now'clo you_underwarm place to sleep.
-county residents and businessmen to resist this new tax which really isn't stand?"
"Yott got it. Any kind of job
needed.
I'm afraid not.
made a person happy. The job didn't
Cliff Downey
"Misery. We need more misery.
have to fulfill them or bc on the fast
Route 1, Box 257
Until we get more misery, people
track, as long as it provided a
Almo, KY 42020
will be miserable. Now you got it?'
paycheck. Food was pretty good

Happiness floats in misery

haute cuisine if it filled the belly.
And nobody complained about not
having as nice a house as their
parents had, because most parents
were lucky to have clean linoleum
and a toilet that 'flushed."
So you arc saying that in order to
appreciate what you have, you have
to have been deprived.
"It helps. But now we got every
kind of machine we need to keep us
cool when it's hot, warm when it's
_cold, entertained with movies or
sports or games or music when
we're bored. To make our coffee
and cook our food real fast. To cut
our grass,throw our snow,wash our
dishes, clean our clothes, exercise
our legs, check our blood pressure,
count our calories, and do our
arithmetic. Fifty years ago, the
world's richest people didn't have
the luxuries that the average guy even some low income guys - take
for granted today."
But if we have it so good, why are
the majority of Americans unhappy?
"Because thev want more, and
there ain't no more,but people think
there is.. That's why millions of
them are running out and buying
themselves or their kids computers
with a CD-ROM. A few years ago,
they would have thought that CDROM was a mantra: See-Dee

Romm-Romm, See-Dee RornmRomm, hey, hey, hey, goodbye.
Now they think a CD-ROM will
bring them happiness. But it won't.
All that will happen is that it will
keep popping out and goofy messages will come on the computer
screen saying, 'Insert Disk,' 'Remove Disk,' Take Disk rid Shove
It.' Then they will tell a pollster that
life is doo-doo."
So you seem to be saying that to
be happy, you must know some
misery first. Only then can you
enjoy the simple pleasures.
"Well,I would not put it in such a
sappy way, but that's part of it. See,
what we really need is for government to say that we are going to be
hit by a giant meteor."
A giant meteor from outcr space?
"Right. They should announce
that it is going to crash into this
planet in 30 days and kill everything
except the cockroaches. And so in a
few million years, the cockroaches
will evolve into sharpies like us and
will be unhappy with their CDROMS. Yes, we need an end-ofthe-world meteor alert."
But are we in danger?
"Of course not. But if it was
announced, it would scare everybody out of.their wits for a few days
and there would be mass hysteria.
Then the government could announce that it was a mistake and
they we aren't all going to die after
all, and everybody would be relieved and happy to alive."
Then people would appreciate
what they have and be happy?
"Maybe. Or they'd be unhappy
and would impeach the president.
Either way, it's worth a try."
Thank you.
"Don't worry, be happy.
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MURRAY

TODAY
Dunnaway twins born

"P---1JO'S DATEBOOK

Mr. and Mrs. Shane Dunnaway
Kendrick Drake Edward Dunof Kirksey are the parents of _ naway was born at 1005 p.m.
twins born at Pinclake Medical and weighed five pounds five
Center, Mayfield, on Saturday. ounces and measured 18 inches.
Nov. 4, 1994.
The mother is the former Dawn
Keauna Danielle Mercedes Treas. Grandparents are Elwanda
Dunnaway was born at 11104 Treas and the late Donald Trees
p.m. and weighed six pounds four of Graves County and Will Ed
ounces and measured 18'4
and Jody Dunnaway of Murray.
inches.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Youth Task Force will meet
Calloway/Murray Youth Task •Force made up of city, county and
school systems' representatives including Murray State University
will meet Wednesday, Nov. 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main Streets, Murray.

YMCA Overnighter planned
Murray Family YMCA, together with the American Humanics
Department at Murray State University, will have its annual overnighter on Friday. Nov. 11, at 8 p.m. to Saturday. Nov. 12, at 7 a.m. All
children, Grades K-5, are invited to the event at Can Health Building,
MSU. The price will be $10 for Y members and $15 for non-Y members. Registration forms can be•picked up at the YMCA office at 209
North 12th St.'The deadline for registration is today. Nov. 8. For mOre
information contaCt. April Lane at 759-YMCA or Roger Weiss at
762-3808.

Wills Seminar will be Thursday
The American Cancer Society will host a Wills Seminar entitled
"Why Do I Need A Will?" on Thursday, Nov. 10, at 10 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County-Chamber-43f Commerce.-The-sentinar_is
and will consist of an audiovisual presentation given by Ron Christopher, Attorney at Law. He will focus on the importance okf having a
_will and the benefits of charitable giving. Topics such n how to avoid
probate, how to name an executor to your estate, and eliminating
estate taxes through charitable giving will be discussed. The seminar
will include an update on advances in cancer prevention and treatment
by Mary Linn, Oncological Nurse from Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information or to reserve a - space, contact Brian
Monell,. Planned Giving Officer with American Cancer Society, at
1-800-ACS-2345.

Dexter Baptists plan revival
Dexter Baptist Church will have revival services starting Thursday,
Nov. 10, and continuing through Saturday, Nov. 12. The Rev. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor of Hardin Baptist Church, will 'speak at ,7
each evening. The pubic is invited to attend, according to the Rev.
Paul Bogard, pastor.

Faxon Fire District will meet
1 Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, Nov. 10, at 7 p.m. at the
' fire station, located on Turner Road at Highway 94 East. All area residents are urged to attend.

Prayer Coffee planned Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
Thursday, Nov. 10, at 9:30 a.m, at the home/of Jean Bird at 1640
Farmer Ave., Murray. Persons are to note the change in meeting place
from that listed on the November card events. The next luncheon will
be Friday, Nov. 18, at 11:30 a.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.

Country Club events planned
Murray Country Club will host a dinner for members and their
guests on Friday, Nov. 11. Dinner will feature homemade Manicotti
by Donna Brunswick and Ann. A social hour will start at 6:30 p.m.
and dinner will be served at 7:30 p.m. Reservations must be made by
Thursday night by calling the club at 753-6113 any day after 3 p.m.
The Ladies' Thanksgiving luncheon will be Wednesday, Nov. 16, at
noon. Seating is limited and reservations must bemade by Friday
noon, Nov. 11, by calling 753-6113 after 3 p.m. daily.

Pastoral Care service is tonight
The Pastoral Care Services at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will have a special memorial service for friends and families of
patients who have died at Murray-Calloway County Hospital during
the past year. This will be tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the third
floor classroom. Each family will be recognized and receive a'memorTrr,
ial rose. Special music will be provided. Refreshments will be served
after the service. The elle is invited to attend.

Murray AAUW plans meeting
Murray Branch of American Association of University Women will
meet Tuesday, Nov. 8, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's, Marcie Johnson, director
of Center for Inatemational Studies at Murray State University, will
give "A Gloval Vision of Women In Higher Education." Also featured
will be three students at MSU from Indonesia. Panama and Norway."
All members and prospective members are invited to attend.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

A

.Candy Lynn Ramsey and
Christopher Darrell Russell to marry

Ramsey and Russell
wedding to be Nov. 22
Candy Lynn Ramsey of Rt. 5, Murray, and Christopher Darrell
Russel! of Rt. 6, Murray, announce their engagement and approaching
marriage.
Miss Ramsey is the daughter of Mrs. Teresa Thurman of Murray
and Larry Gene Ramsey of Mayfield. She is the granddaughter.of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Ramsey of Rt. 2, Wingo, and Mrs. Betty Honeywell of Mayfield.
Mr. Russell is the son of Charles Darrell Russell of Rt. 6, Murily.
."
,He is the grandson of Ms. Billie Russell of Murray.
The bride-elect is a senior at Calloway County High School and is
employed at Hardees in Murray.
The groom-elect attended Calloway County High School and is a
mechanic employed at McKeel Equipment- Company, Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Tuesday, Nov. 22, at 7
p.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Organist' meeting tonight
Southern Illinois Chapter of
the American Guild of Organists
will present a "Seasonal Service
Music Repertoire for the Organ"
tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. at
Shryock Auditorium, Southern

Elizabeth Ann
Harris is born
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Harris of
League City, Texas, are the
parents of a daughter, Elizabeth
Ann Harris, born on Monday,
Oct. 24, 1994, at a hospital there.
The baby weighed nine pounds
and measured 21 inches. The
mother is the former Tracey
Eldredge.
Grandparents are David and
Judy Eldredge of Murray, Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Hinman of Symsonia, and Mr. and Mrs.. Garry
Harris of Paducah.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "I'm Really Quite O.K.,
Thank You: Improving Your Self-Esteem!" will be the program to be
given by Wayne Rowe, speaker. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.,
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From A
Gale Storm To A Frosty
Morning, You Managed To
Weather The Storm...

HAPPY 40th GAYLE FOSTER
-‘
rt

JOIN US THIS

HANKSGIVIN
Enjoy a traditional

Thanksgiving feast
with turkey,
homemade dressing
and all the trimmings!

t

Open
Thanksgiving Day
10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Closee1 Friday, Nov. 25

65

Thanksgiving Menu Includes

Turkey • Ham
Cornbread Dressing
NI. iiPotatoes • Gravy • Sweet Potato Souffle'
Cianbeny Sauce and Cranberry Salad
Tossed Salad • Graham Crac,ker Fluff
Spiced•Apples_• Corn • Green Beans • Limas
Dinner Rolls • Cornbread
Pies _Pumpkin, Pecan, Mincemeat, Cherry,
Apple, Lemon Meringue, Raspberry Cream
Red Velvet Cake

Sunday, November 13,, 1994
1:00 p.m. - 500 p.m.
301 North. 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Register for Door Prizes

Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

641

Mur,MY

Sales & Installation

• MaS Open Souse
Christ

9Zefreshments Served

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
$1,000 Letter H Jackpot!!!

National Guard Armory

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight'
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

LI

Wanted - BINGO Players

• Letter "H" - 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1,0001
,(Consolation Prize - $100)
• Special Games - Double Bingo pays 60%, 75%, and 90%

Marianne Webb, professor or
organ and university organist at
SIU, will present a workshop of
seasonal service music for the
organ. All of the music has been
written since 1990. Some of the
music represents new music
which will soon be available
from the publishers.
The organ repertoire will be
presented as four complete services representing a Christmas
Eve, Lent, Easter and Thanksgiving service. Additional organ
repertoire will be discussed.
Ameriedifi Guild of Organists
meetings are open to the public.
Admission to this meeting is free
of charge.
For more information regarding. the meeting or becoming a
member of the American Guild of
Organists, contact Gail White at
1-618-549-6994.

cordiaffy invites you to attend their

CDid-of-

aci late
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Come...See Our New Store
CARPETS: All Top Brand Namet 1st Duality
HARDWOOD by: Bruce. TILE a VINYL
Over 25 Years Installation Experience

The gallery

Aluminum cans are needed by the clients of W.A.T.C.H. (work
activities training center for the handicapped). These may be taken to
the center during opening hours, 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, or may be left at the side of the building after closing
hours. For pickup of cans in the city limits, call 759-1965.

$500 Jackpot Each Week

IC ig t‘

RPIFT-&-71100
-g-COVE-CING

Illinois University, Carbondale,

'

Aluminum cans needed at W.A.T.C.H.

• 14 Games - $100 Each

PAST DISTRICT PRESIDENT MARZEE WHITESIDE and treasurer of
Ladies Auxiliary of Post 6291 of Murray, stands beside the Ladies War
Monument at Veterans Administration Hospital and Nursing Home at
Marlon, ill. Members of VFW chapters and Ladies Auxiliaries from District I recently visited the hospital where several veterans from Kentucky are In residence. Posts and Auxiliaries represented were Benton
1084, Paducah 1191, Calvert City 5739, Clinton-Hickman 10953, and
Murray 6291.
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Jones and Poat attend seminar

CALENDAR

Wednesday, Nov. 9
Tuesday, Nov. 8
Tuesday, Nov.
First Christian Church events include
Today is General Election Day Polls
TV Auction by Alpha Epsilon Rho to
Evangelism Committee/noon, Super
open from 6 a.m -6 p m
benefit MSU TV-1 1/conducted 7-10
dinner/5 30 p m Bible classes and
All schools in Calloway County and
pm on TV-11
Singles Support Group/6 p in
Murray School Systems will be closed
Open Riding,5- 10 pm /West Kentuck•
for Election Day
Chancel Choir/7.30 p.m
y Exposition Center
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
Blood Drive/10 a m.-5 p m /Curris
Volleyball game between MSU and
pm
Center Ballroom. Murray State
Southeast Missouri/7 p.m /Racer AreUniversity
Memorial Baptist Church events
na in Cutching Fieldhouse
include
RAs and GAs and Prayer
Almo-Dexter Fir. District meeting•7
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
service/7 p in . Sanctuary Choir/8 p in
p m /new fire station at Almo
open 1 30-4 SO p m Admission free
Westside Baptist Church events
Downtown Murray Business
National Scouting Museum•open
include missions organizations/7 p m
Association/6 p m./Terryptations
12 30-4 30 pm Info/762-3383
First
United Methodist Church events
After Election Open House/6 30-8 30
Wednesday, Nov. 9
include Covenant Prayer/10 a.m
p m /home of Freed Curd, 1607 SycaBlood Drive,i 0 a in -5 pm 'Corns
Children's Music, Grades 1-6 at 3 45
more St , Murray.
Center Ballroom, Murray State
p m . Koinonia Kids, Grades K-4 at /5
Republican Party meeting/6 30
University
p m Turner Covenant Prayer/6 p in
pm/Sirloin Stockade with TV and
55-Alive Mature Driving Course/9
Adult Handbell Choir/6:15 p.m.;
radio coverage.
a.m.-1 p.m./University Branch of
Finance Committee and Wesleyan
Racer Athletic Association
Bank of Murray. Info/753-1893.
meting/5-30 p m /Sporty's Grill
Circle
w/Doris and Laverne Rolwand/7
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
Parent Conferences at Murray Middle
County Hospital/Calloway County .p.m.; Chancel Choir Rehearsal and
School/8 am -3 p m Info/753-5125
Ruth Wilson Circle/7:30 p.m
Public Library, Murray/8:30-11:30 a.m.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
First Baptist Church events include
and 12:30-3 p.m.
County Hospital/Hardin Public
Friendship International/9 a.m.; Ladies
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
Library/1-3 pm
Bible Study/10 a.m.; Whit's End for 3rd
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Jennifer Jones, left, and Kristen Poat, right, from Calloway County High
Murray Branch of AAUW:6
and 4th graders in library/5:15 p.m.;
Hospital.
with
Jeff
pictured
of
America,
are
Chapter
of
Homemakrs
pm
Future
:Pagliai
s
SChOOI
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
Oaks Country Club ladies'
Social Security representative/10 30
open/15:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs,
bridge 9 30 a.m.
Poiyak, national president of FHA, at the weekend leadership training
a
m
-12
30
p
m
,Calloway
County
Youth
Bible Studies, Praise/6:30 p.m.;
Murray
Art
Guild
open/10
a.m.-4
p.m.
Hotel,
St.
Louis,
Mo.
conference at Regal RIverfront
"Youth at Its Best" was the
Public Library
Prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Calloway County Public Library
Murray
Star
Chapter
No
433
Order
Choir/7:45
chosen
to
highlight
the
p:m.
theme
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
the Way — Families, Careers,
In addition to motivational
of the Eastern Star'7 30 p m./Masonic
Grace Baptist Church events include
am and Story Hour/10:30 a.m. "
activities and programs of this
Communities," was the highlight speaker Joe Cavanaugh's keynote
Hall
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study,
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
year's cluster meetings. The
during general sessions, and
address, 'Respectfully Yours," THEOS Support Group for widowed
College/Career Bible Study, Adult
discussion/11 a.m./American Legion
2,800 young men and women and
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
Bible Study/7 pm,
workshops as FHA/RER.0 ..111011-- Suirlay's activities concentrated
Building,,South Sixth and Maple
their advisors dealt with issues
County Public Library
St. John Episcopal Church events
Streets. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
bers made plans for the coming
on officer training, leadership
Alzheimer's Di
Educational/
involving family, self-image and
include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.: Bible
A.A. meeting/6 p.m./Center for Accesyear and prepare for the future. • skills and preparing for the orga- • Suypport
Group/4:30 p m./board room
reading group/7:15 p.m.
sible Living, Murray. Info/753-7676.
teen violence__
-The-meeting's pvogra.n empha—
ot
Murra
--Callnaray
County
Hospital.
Hazel CentirtOpen 10 a.m.-2 PTififor Dexter Baptist Church events include,
Throu.ghout _Abe activities,.. sis was on exarrmimg -hOwleens- STAR Events (Students TakingInfo/753- 661 or 762-1100.
worship/7:30 p.m
senior citizens' activities. Free -blood
members and advisors celebrated -can take action and make a
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
dif- 'Action with Recognition) Prepared Childbirth ClaSs/7
pressure chec,ks/11 .a.rn.-1 p.m.
Future Homemakers of America's ference in the present and
p.m./Murray-Calloway
County
y/17
i a np
C
Sthurdis
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
competition: .
the
Hospital:
golden anniversary. The anniver- future.
'mend Missionary Alliance
senior
aitizens'
activities.
Pinochle
at
1
Future Homemakers of AmeriBingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
Bible Study/7 p.m.
p.m.
sary theme, "50 Years Leading
The "Youth at Its Best"--theme
ca is a dynamic and effective stubuilding.
paara
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller St. Leo Catholic Church events
was reinforced .by Friday's powdent organization that helps
s Anonymou1/6 p.m.
include Crafts and Fellowship/9
Memorial Golf Course.
n
of/
-0082.
a.m./Gleason Hall; MSU Supper/5
n
become
Homemik-iiiT- CTuW-meetings
er
genera
session,
NA,
ere
u
If you own
Murray
TOPS
Chapter,
Kentucky
*34,
p.m.; Teen Life (Youth Group)/7
include.
Harris
Grove/10
leaders
and
address
personal,
meeting attendees -experienced a
rental property,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
a.m./Christopher's Restaurant"; p.m./Gleason Hall.
family, work and societal issues
three-screen multimedia presentaShelter as a
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7-8 p.m./Hardin
Pottertown/10:30 a.m./Holiday Inn; TV Auction by Alpha Epsilon Rho to
through vocational home ecotion and geared „up for a variety
policy which will
Library info/1-52.7-7098.
benefit MSU TV-11/oonducted 7-10
Pads
"Road/l1:30
protect your
of leadarchip training opportuni- _nomic.s_education. The organiza, Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray_
ade; South Pleasant Grove/117-- pm.on TV-11
property,
Woman's Club House.
Advanced class scheduling for 1995
ties offered during the weekend. tion has involved over nine mila.m./Annex of Calloway County Public
business liability,
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
spring semester at Murray State/8
lion youth since its founding in
Keynote speaker Mike Smith
Library; New Concord/1 p.m./Betty
loss of rent Income,
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
a
m.-6 p.m./Curris Center Ballroom.
Kirkenmeier.
challenged and motivated atten- .1945.
and other coverages
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Blankenship Circle' of South Pleasant Luncheon by Dpeartment of Family
FHA is unique among youth
dees with his energy, humor and
you may need.
Murray.da
w
and consumer Studies/1 1:30
Grove United Methodist Church/7 p.m.
organizations because its progBaptist Church Women/7
enthusiasm.
a m./Twin Towers dining room, Murray
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Asa eary•
yrt oar
State University.
rams are planned and run ,by .p.m./home of Wanda Walker. Hilda
During Saturday morning's
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
apartment Owners/
Axel Nickolaus Photographic Essay,
members. Participation in nation"! Winchester/speaker.
workshop, teens learned how to
service/7 p.m.
114114,111111”1191 Rental Dwelling Peary
First
ChristMn
Church
events
'China
include
Today' opens today through
al projects and chapter activities
New life Christian Center service/7
tackle issues and take action.
WF Group Ill w/Betty Gore/7:30 p.m.
Nov.
20/Curris Center Gallery, Murray
p.m. at 1619 Martin's Chapel Road.
helps members 'develop "skills
In the afternoon they chose
Memorial Baptist Church events
State. No. admission.
University Church of Christ Ladies
asend "Jack- Romaine
from approximately 10 different
Baccalaureate exhibit by Cara Detlolf
for life" — planning, goal set- . mclude Eva Wall Mission Group/2 p.m.
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible classes/7
LIoensed in KY 8 TN
open today through Dec. 1/Eagle Galworkshops designed to expand
ting, problem solving, decision -to go to West View.
p.m.
759-1033 or 753-0873
lery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
their leadership capabilities.
making' and interpersonal First Baptist Church events &ludo) Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible State.Doyle
401 S. 12th Si. • Murray
No admission.
Participants learned how to use
and '12 STeps" classes/7 p.m.
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.;
communication.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
Louella Beddoe ; Group w/Susie
FHA/HERO's national programs
Because of the chapter's influopen/8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and
service/7 p.m.
Malone/7. p.m.; Singles S.S. Class to
to • build support and enthusiasm
1.30-430 p.m
ence on the community, the Cal- SIU/Chapman Concert.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
National Scouting Museum/open 9
and increase participation in their
SHELTER
loway County Chapter was
p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762•3383.
local chapters.
Community Baptist Church Bible
Champions Chapter,. and also a
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m/across
Leadership workshop_s eoyered • Champions Challenge Chapter for ....St. Leo Catholic Church .events Study/7, p.m.
,
from Players riverboat Casino, MetroChurch
of
Living
God
prayer
include
Weigh
to
Win/6-:30
p.m.
such, areas as quality chapter
the 1994-95 school year.
polis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
service/7' p.m.
Murray State University Symphony
We'll always be there for you.
programs, community service,
Land Between the Lakes events
Presently the chapter is taking
Shelter Insaance Cos Home °Toe Cokrnbla MO
First Presbyterian Church events
Orchestra concert/8 p.m./Wrather
include
City of Stars/11 a.m. and 2
peer education,' financial managefood for Need Line for the needy
include Bible Study/noon; ARK and
West .Kentucky Museum Auditorir.
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center
ment and communication.
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
families in the Murray area.
Admission free.
Info/1-800-455-5n97

Jennifer Jones, Chapter President and Region I Historian, and
Kristen Poat, Vice President for
Programs, from Calloway County
ijigh School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America, participated in a weekend leadership
training conference at Regal
Riverfroni Hcitel; St. Louis., Mb.,
Oct. 21-23. .
Jones is the daughter of Barton
and Brenda Jones and Poat is the
daughter of Bud and Jammie
Poat. Both girls are seniors at
Calloway County High School.
Chapter Advisor Marlene
Beach accompanied Jones and
Poat to the meeting. Brenda
Jones, mother of Jennifer, also
attended.
The St. Louis meeting was the
first in a series of five nationally
sponsored training conferences,
called Cluster meetings, held this

The best time to call for a doctor
is when you daft need one.

An

illness or medical emergency is no time to start
worrying about doctors. If your medical needs have
changed — if you don't have a doctor for any reason don't wait for a reason to call for one. Look in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Dr. Finder "Physician Directory,"
which we'll send absolutely free at your request.
In the "Physician Directory," you'll find photos, a ,
comprehensive description of each doctor's qualifications'and
the nature of his or her practice.

a

Peace-Of-Mind is good preventive medicine.
The Dr. Finder service will help you locate a doctor you'll be
comfortable with. We'll guide you to well-trained, experienced
family doctors and specialists dedicated to
the highest standards of medical practice.
We'll provide an instant phone referral if
you need one right away. And we'll
make sure you have a printed
resource for future reference right
at you fingertips.
So whether you're new in
town'or just looking for some
help in selecting a physician,
you'll find a good friend in
Dr. Finder. Call us today and
request your free
"Physician Directory."

g sy
VANyskeia
DI:recto

Call the toll-free number below for your
free Dr Finder physician directory.

r

1 800 342 MCCH

•
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Man kills comatose brother in hospital
COEUR D'ALENE, Idaho
(AP) -- A man walked into a
hospital Monday and shot and
killed his comatose brother,
police said.
Curt L. Doty. entered Daryl ,
Doty's private room in the'
second-floor intensive care unit,
pulled Out a small-caliber handgun and'shothim, police and witnesses said. No one else was'
injured.
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Curt Doty, 26, of Sandpoint,
was waiting for police when they
arrived at Kootenai Medical Center, a 1137-bed facility.
"He was completely cooperative,— Sgt, Ron Clark said.
Clark would not speculate on
whether the slaying was a mercy
killing and said only that the'case
'was - being 'investigated as a
.homicide.
•
Daryl Doty, 31, also of Sand-

point, had spent much of his ume
in nursing homes and hospitals
since a logging accident two
years ago, hospital spokesman
Mike Regan said.
-He was transferred to Kootenai
Medical Center from a nursing

home on Nov. 2 and had been in
what doctors termed a "persistent
vegetative state" for days, Regan
said. He would not elaborate.
Curt Doty had also visited his
brother earlier Monday. Regan
said.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Sale Money
Students from Murray Christian Academy recentty captured six of of 10
trophies awarded in the kindergarten through sixth grade section of a
scholastic chess tournament held in Murray State University's Curris
Center. Pictured are (front row): Samantha Edwards, Blake McCuiston
(first place, primary division), Jonathan Chapman (fifth place, primary)
and Lauren Hines. Back row: Brandi Melvin (fourth place, elementary),
Jacob Nerney, (first place, elementary), Rachel Oakley, Amberly Paschall and David Breeding (second place, primary). Not pictured is Matt
Oakley, who won the third place elementary trophy.
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IMI-F 9 am -8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy 641 N. Olympic Plaza

GRAND
BUFFET SPECIAL
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PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
mother Of a 5-year-old Indiana
girl who was kidnapped but later
found unharmed in eastern Kentucky said she learned an important lesson from the ordeal.
"Don't Arum. everybody"said
Vicki Lutts of Charlestown, Ind.
Kentucky State Police Capt.
Robert Forsythe found Rachel
Dawn Rose and her two-alleged
abductors walking along U.S. 23,
about two miles north of Pikeville, around 3 p.m. EST Monday.
"When I told her who I was,
she immediately walked directly
to me," said 'Forsythe, commander of the KSP post in Pikeville.
"She wasn't cryiniTSWilat a
cute little girl. ... Very brave, I
think."
James Gillespie, 31, boarder
at the girl's Charlestown home,
and John Copple, 19, of Indianapolis, were arrested on federal
warrants. They were being held
in the Pike County Detention
Center pending an appearance in
U.S. District Court at Pikeville.
- Charlestown Police received a-'report early Monday that Rachel
had been abducted, possibly by
Gillespie. Charlestown Police
Capt. Kevin Fischer said Gillespie was at a party when he said
he was going to take Rachel 'to
put on warmer elopes.
Fischer said neither Gillespie
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nor Rachel returned to the party.
Officials began looking for the
girl in eastern Kentucky after the
blue pickup shb ,Was believed to
be riding in. was found along the
Mountain' Parkway' about 15
miles west of Salyersville. _KSP
Sergeant Lowell Ward said the
truck• apparently broke down.
Ward said the truck belonged
to -Copple, whom ,he called -anacquaintance of Gillespie.
Forsythe said the two men did
not resist arrest. He said he got
Rachel into his cruiser and waited
for backup.
Forsythe said Rachel was a
little confused.
"I asked her if she'd had any:
thing to eat," he said. "She laid
she hadn't eaten anything all
day."
Rachel was initially placed in a
foster home in the Pikeville area
for the time being, Forsythe said.
Ward could not divulge .any
aspects of the investigation.
"We can't really say- the whys
-on it," he said. "They've been
talking."
Lutts said she didn't Know Gillespie very well.
"I just knew him for about a
month," shy said. "I needed
some help with the rent, he
'needed a place to stay. so I rented
him a room."

Seafood on Grand Buffet $5.49
Seniors, $4.99
We Welcome Your Christmas Parties

•

for the Division of Water.
J.W. Young, deputy commissioner of the parks department,
said because the beach is in a
cove at the end of the lake, water
doesn't 'circulate well and
becomes stagnant. He said there
is no way to solve the problem.

For an opportunity to have all your questions
answered about home ownership come spend...

753-4141

Get More For Your Money At Woodcrafters

SHOP EARLY FOR BEST RECLINER SELECTION
Buy One Recliner At Our Regular Price And Get Another
One Of Equal Value or Less Absolutely Free!

FRA1111611111
CHAIRS THAT MOVE

Rocker

"A

or

Classic
Recliner

-

f-,-. Wallhugger

---" 2

For

'49
"'ale
j
Rocker
Pad-Over
Chaise

Huge Big
Man's
Pad-Over
Chaise

Lz.

For

$799

'799

1L7

23,8599

Troopers write
record number
of citations
SUMMIT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky State Police troopers from
the Summit post wrote a record
number of traffic citations in
October.
In the counties that comprise
the Post 14 area
Boyd,
Lawrence, Carter and Greenup —
troopers wrote 1,959 citations last
month, according to Trooper
Gary Kistrier.
Other monthly totals for the
post included 558 courtesy
notices; 994 complaints received;
195 criminal cases opened; 150
criminal arrests; 118 accidents
investigated; and 71 citations for
driving while intoxicated.

#,eu,en titas

Missy Key, right, was recently selected as Calloway County High
School's FBLA Member of the Month for October. Also pictured is Judy
Williams, FBLA adviser.

Beach remains closed
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — Five
years after being closed by bacterial contamination, Greenbo
Lake's beach remains off-limits
because the Department of Parks
has not asked that it be reopened.
But a state official who closed
the beach in June 1989, when
health officials found fecal c-oliform bacteria le,iels above state
standards for swimming pools,
s4's that doesn't mean the lake is
dirty now.
"It's one of the cleanest lakes
I know of," said David Haight,
health environmentalist with the
Department of Parks.
The Greenup County Health
Department, however, hasn't
rechecked the area because the
state hasn't asked it to, Haight
said.
The Kentucky Division- of,
Water's 1994 Report to Congress
on Water Quality says Greenbo is
acceptable as a warm water aquatic habitat, and for swimming and
other "secondary contact"
recreation.
"If you fell in Greenbo, had
total body immersion and swallowed some water, you would not
get sick," said Cliff Schneider,
who tests lakes across the state

L

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.

Abducted Indiana youngster
found in eastern Kentucky
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Layered-Back Sectional

2 Piece Sectional Features A
Full Recliner AND An
Apartment Sized Sleeper

"AN EVENING WITH THE EXPERTS"
A Home Buyer's Seminar
(Refreshments will be served)
0'''Ti

ia•

November 9, 1994
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m
Fifth Third Bank
406 South 7th Street
Mayfield, KY

and

November 10, 1994
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn Qf Murray
Highway 641 South
Murray, KY

an

Fifth Third Bank
Member FDIC

,e•reera
•••••••

$1199
MasterCard
Visa
Discover

Fabulous Sectional
Features:
-Recliner
-Fold Down Table $1399
-Full Sleeper

WOODCWFTWS

Hwy. 641. N. - Murray

GALLERIES

90 Days
Same As
Cash!

759-4522
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United Way
4

HOROSCOPES

of
Illwroy-Calloway County

\Psi)A , \4P. 1-.‘1111-1( V. 1494
i For your personallied daily Jearte Dixon horo:scope. based on your own
date of birth. call I-900-9148-77MM Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.

Take Time
To Care

Why Mary Ruth Taylor, an operator in the Molding Department at Fisher
Price,
gives to United Way:"I believe it is a very good cause and I like to
help people.
Every pledge, small or large, is a great help when all totaled together.

AUK ••• Irfo IOW 1110.

able influeili..
%tonal, Inns,
'taiii Iisi.

innsi hi

free ot faulty thinking. Guard
against misunderstandings arising
with people at a distance.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Avoid
TODAY'S CHILDREN are quiet and intense, deeply affected by beauty
=lifts
binding commitments:
and ugliness. When the hustle and bustle of everyday life gets them down.
financial
speculation is out. Arguthese Scorpios lose to drop out and takelong hikes in the country. Logical
ments
could
develop with sensitive
thinking is vers important to these intellectual types. They dislike sloppy
loved ones. Greater tact will present
emotions and have a horror of scenes. Hard-working and flexible. these
Scrinnos quickly- scale the factderof Aucceek:--('orint,on'rtrem
to then give' hurt frelint's
VIRTU)(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Stay
their friends a helping hand. on your toes today. Someone may
BIRTHDAY!
your
Sharing
hopes
dreams
THE
and
IN
with
HAPPY
try to pull the wool Over your eyes.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: partner will bring everything your A grandiose
scheme may become
heart could desire. Ignore idle OsTry to be more idealistic about both
too expensive. Use your talents as
sip: consider the source!
your career and your romance. Sucan educator or guidance counselor to
cessful relationships are based on
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): help young people.
sharing both the had and the good. New and more conservative pracLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 2.2): It
Let others know what is going on
tices will help you attain goals that
may be wise to pause now and see
_.wittiyott._New business_ triumphs
,.tittss pstnd duigye La_the. past. A -just
.how-far-yisti--have corm. Take
featured early in 1995. A job opporsocial evening is slated:You will
steps to protect your financial
[unity related to the news media
make a better .impression if you
resources. Cultural events hold speoffers you a chance to shine. Family
avoid talking shop all night.
cial appeal this evening. (iive in to
ties are strengthened when you tAe
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): If
your mate's whims.
toved onesinto your confidence.
you want to improve a romantic
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
CELEBRIFIES BORN ON relationship. be more direct in your good
day to catch up on routine
THIS DATE: actress Hedy Lannarr. requests. Your uncompromising tasks and
paperwork. An imaginaastronomer Carl Sagan. actor Lou
honesty is attractive to some people.
tive
approach
helps you solve a
Ferrigno. baseball great Bob Gibson.
upsetting to others.
tricky
problem.
Financial matters
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): are easier to handle
than in the
Your plans are rolling merrily along. Intellectual endeavors enjoy favorrecent past.

401114•11.• 01111,
4111*.
114AI*

S Yld I I %RR S
Dec.
211
rite a hricl liner of ricriw, setting forth your goals. Those in

authority need to know what you
have in mind. Unless circumstances
change. a romance could be coming
to an end. Look ahead.
•
CAPR1CORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19): Play a lone hand in financial
matters. Distant affairs look promis
Atee-to-fiter-with those
wh ).work fat away from your base
o rierations. Your tenacity becomes apparent when obstacles
appear. Persevere!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Your financial judgment is sound.
Go ahead and join a special club or
community group. A promising personal relationship encourages you to
make specific plans for the-loture,--Kick up your heels at a party.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 2(1):
Adopt a conservative approach in
financial matters. Misleading information could have an adverse effect
on business affairs. A social event
could prove expensive. You have an
important decision to make. Be true
to your ideals.
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GIFT IDEAS
Ijcppermilk
8,,,,,met ft. iIippe

I

Vintaige kc
pe r r

•Gourmet Coffee SE Tea, Fresh Cheese
•M urrays I.argest Imported Food Selection
*Professional Quality Cooking Appliances
& Supplies
*Custom Designed Gift Baskets
Gift Items- Specially Chosen
To'Enhance Your Home
*Your Friendly,In-Town Source For All,
Your Holiday Needs

I

fit

*Unique

I

Reserve your favorite Christmas pattern for your
holiday table, now until Nov.11th, and receive
10% OFF total purchase.
PFALTZGRAFF: Christmas Heritage
and Winterberry'Collecton.
N
k iNe.
.r WAECHTERSBA(H: clasic- Red
"C..a.Q and Green Solid and Christmas Tree
Pattern.
NANCY CALHOUN: New Holiday
•-/ Plates and Accessories.
PIER 1: Solids and New Christmas
Tree Pattern

Bel-Air

Center
formerly
Panhandler
•••

Mori imports

•••

(207. Down Required lo Hold Your Selections)
UNIVERSITY PLAZA -ON CHESTNUT ST- MURRAY

Fox & Hounds
Steak & Seafood
Featuring Daily Lunch
& Dinner Buffets
Lunch Specials - $3.50
Book Your
Christmas Parties Now!
Hours : Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
406 12th St.

759-2215

"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing
Unique Gift Ideas for the Home or Office.
• Beautiful Sculptures • Photo Frames • Silk Plants
'Limited Edition Prints
301 N. 12th St, Murray, KY University Square
Visa
759-1019
MasterCard

Let Cindy,Pam and
Debbie help you get an
Edge 9n fall.
406 S. 12th St. Murray
753-7435

Free Holiday
Please 30/n US
„
for • One fitagical
infeekcnci
at the

Christmas is not far off!!
-

Lail the Murray Ledger
7534916

!Z4

HoppirleSe .

Place

14Y-, Saturday Navoniber It 1994
1000- 5:00 Sunday: November 13 1994
1:00- 500

Of the Ittagi.* lioine with

_y u

Planner at

,fialiday Open
,fiouse
/3
Come early for the unveiling of our
exclusive Holiday BARFUE Keepsake
Ornament! You'll also find great values
on Christmas cards, gift wrap, and
many special gift idea.. Get a free
Holiday Planner with any Hallmark
purchase, too Pont mi.it November
12 and 13!
FREE Holiday Planner with any
Hallmark prlYchase.

Refreshments served
10 -4 Saturday • 1 -4 Sunday

-}falgAm.aak,

READMORE BOOK-N-CARD
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center •(502)759-9758
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Sports News

SPORTS

•SECTION B

MURRAY

Murray State's Racer and Lady
Racer basketball teams will hold
scrimmages on Thursday night,
beginning at 6:30 p.m. in Racer
Arena. Admission wilt be $2 for
adults, $1 for children.

Today's Sports
• VOLLEYBALL: Murray Slate ws So177 p m Racer Arena

• TUESDAY, NOVEMBER .8, 1994 •

Racers revived;
MSU coach says
'crisis' now over

$):
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Racers seek winning season
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Houston Nutt came .clean on
Monday, admitting last week's
"crisis" was nothing more than a
.coach trying to get his players'
-Lion
- •
His portrayal of urgency
seemedto work on his young
team, however, as they blasted
Morehead 45-6 last Saturday.
"I don't know if we really
were in a crisis, I said that anyay," Nutt said with a sly
chuckle. "Sometimes you've got
to Make one up."
Saturday's win over the Eagles
came one week after the Racers
fell 38-21 to Tennessee Tech in
disappointing fashion.
"It was just the first time I was
so disappointed in individuals,"
Nutt explained. "I've never been
disappointed in the team. We've
always asked from them and
they've always given to us.
(Against Tech) was the first time
I felt like they didn't give to us.

STEVE PARKER/Ledger 8 Tares photo

Murray State head coach Houston Nutt, center, talks over his options with quarterback Benji Bona (5) and assistants
(from left) Mike Markuson
and Danny Nutt during the first half of Saturday's 45-6 win at Morehead.

got out of the "house" by Loinpletely dominating an undermanned Morehead team. Nutt
admitted to being -.scared" of the
matchup in Morehead because of
the Eagles' (Mi record.- and
nozhiapaxtm,-auitude— "I was scared early on, but
when (More,
_out
out
warmups I wasn't scared," Nutt
admitted at- Monday's weekly
press conference. "We're Apposed to beat them. When I saw
them come out for .warmuus, I
said to myself, 'I've been worried
all week about this team? Ain't
no. way. They don't have enough
to beat us. Somethiiig crazy has
to happen."
Mutt's goal now, with two
games remaining in the s..
to go from crisis to a Y
Murray State has a chat,:
a winning season for The lirst
time-since 1989 (6-4-1) with a
win over Tennessee State in Roy
Stewart Stadium on Saturday. and
could finish 7-4, which would be
on par with the 1986 Ohio
Conference championship 1....1111
that finished 7-4-1.

"I felt like they gave last week,
so, to me, they're out of the
doghouse."
Murray State (5-4, 4-3 OVC) • See Page 2B

Cowboys beat Giants 38-10, but lose Harper
49ers next
for Dallas
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — First
Erik Williams. Now Alvin Harper. The defending Super Bowl
champion. Dallas Cowboys are
crippled with the San Francisco
49ers on the horizon.
"Not having Harp and Erik
and maybe Derek Kennard, good
heavens, we're going through
what the 49ers did earlier in the

year with atf those injuries,"
quarterback Troy Aikman said.
"There's no question we're not
going to be as good a team.
We've got some guys who are
going to have to grow fast."
Emmitt Smith rushed for 163
yards and scored twice and Aikman threw a touchdown pass and
ran for another Monday night in
the Cowboys' 38-10 victory over
the New York Giants. But they
lost one of their biggest weapons,
Harper, in a wild play at the end
of the first half.
Williams, the Cowboys' Pro
Bowl offensive tackle, was
injured in an automboile accident
two weeks ago and sustained a

OVC to possibly
drop Morehead,
add Western Ky.
Changes would
affect football
programs only
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP)
— The commissioner of the Ohio
Valley Conference is planning to'
propose changes to the league's
football alignment that would
drop Morehead State and add
Western Kentucky.
Commissioner Dan Beebe said
he would propose the change
today at a preliminary meeting in
Bowling Green of OVC athletic
directors.
"I'll ask them to look strongly
at letting Morehead go in football," Beebe said Monday, "and
asking them to strongly consider
adding scliools like Western Kentucky and look at a number of
schools that are independents."
Western Kentucky has been
seeking football-only admission
to the OVC for the last couple of
years, and Beebe said the Hilltoppers are still interested in joining
the league. WKU left the OVC in
1982 and joined the non-football
•

_.--

Sun Belt Conference.
Today's meeting will only be a
preliminary discussion. No
recommendations from the athletic directors can be made until a
formal vote is taken sometime in
December when the athletic
directors meet again.
Morehead President Doctor
Ronald Eaglin announced his
desire to perhaps reduce his football program to a non-scholarship
level by the late 1990s, The
league presidents failed in June
to pass Eaglin's proposal for
Morchdad to stop participating in
OVC football.
Morehead is struggling this
year on the football field. The
Eagles are 0-9 and have been outscored by an average of 53.4
points to 9.3. Most of Morehead's opponents' scholarship
players number in some cases in
the high 50s, which is the NCAA
Division I-AA maximum. Morehead is currently playing with the
equivalent of 39 scholarships.
"A team that's been as outscored and non-competitive as we
are is not good for the league,"
said Eagles athletic director Steve
Hamilton.

knee injury that will keep him out
for the season. An MR1 exam
was to determine Harper's fate
today.
Kennard, the starting left
guard, sprained -a big toe and
might not play Sunday against
the 49ers.
"Not having a guy like Alvin
with his big play ability hurts
us," Aikman said. "I'm anxious
to see how Kevin Williams will
respond. He can't make the big
plays Alvin does, but he'll be
OK."
Wide receiver Michael Irvin
said,"We were praying for Alvin
on the sidelines. He said he will
play, but that's Alvin. He'll play

only if God is willing."
The two-time Super Bowl
champions improved to 8-1, best
in the NFL, with their 12th
straight victory over an NFC East
opponent.
Dallas owner Jerry Jones said
he wasn't optimistic about
Harper.
"It could be a tear, and we're
worried about him being out for
the year," Jones said in the press
box during the game. "The way
the doctors..were talking, I didn't
like the *ay it sounded."
Dallas plays at San Francisco
(7-2) in an important game for
playoff home-field advantage.
But the Cowboys weren't think-

ing about San Francisco as they
handed the Giants (3-6) their
sixth consecutive loss.
"We dominated the game from
start to finish, but we have a tragic loss because Harper is probably out for the season," Dallas
coach Barry Switzer said. "It just
devastates us. We'll have to go to
a second team player against the
49ers."
It's the first time the Giants
had lost six straight games since
1980. Dallas, which has won five
consecutive times against New
York, hadn't beaten the Giants
this badly since a 52-7 romp in
1966.
New York coach Dan Reeves

said
the
loss
"embarrassing."
"It was no contesi," RCLS L'
said. "We looked as bad as we•
could look. Dallas was too strong
and too good. This hurt. 1 don't
like to be embarrassed like that
hit Harper with a
22-yard touchdown pass early in
the second quarter, and the rout
was on.
Smith scored twice from a yard
out as Dallas continued its Mit/
of the reeling New York delenk.
"New York was forcing us to
run, and that was fine," Smith
said. "We weren't looking ahead
to the 49ers. We felt thus Giants
• See Page 2B

RACER VOLLEYBALL

This'Showdown'
puts title on line
MSU,SEMO
meet tonight
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
When Murray State traveled
to Southeast Missouri on Oct.
11 for a battle of the Ohio Valley's unbeatens, it was billed as
the "Showdown in Cape
Girardeau."
That was a preseason exhibition game compared to
tonight's return game in Racer
Arena.
"It's a big game, but we're
still going to take it like any
other game," Murray State
coach Brenda Bowlin said of
tonight's 7 p.m. tilt. "I've tried
to downplay it, but the kids
know it's for the tide."
Billed as the "Brawl for it
AU", Murray State and Southeast Missouri come into to

Racer junior Sarah Boland leads
the OVC in kills per game.

match with one los,
Murray State (17-10 overall) is
12-1 in the league, While SEMO
(21-11) enters their final OW.
game of the season at 14-1.
Murray State still must play
Tennessee State and Austin
Pcay, but a win over SEM()
tonight would most likely wrap
up the regular, season title and
the No. 1 seed in the OVC
Tournament.
"It'll be a big boost going
into the tournament and you get
an easier seed," Bowlin said of
a possible win over SEMO.
"And, it's something that Mtn',
ray State has never done. We've
never been regular season
champion."
In the "Showdown," Murray
State beat SEMO 3-1 to end the—
Otahkians' 21-match OVC winning streak and take the conference lead.
"We came in really focused,"
Bowlin said-of the-first-meetirig--.
in Cape. "At tha't time we .were
tied for first, we were both 7-0,
ind we came in ..focused
because we knewwe had a job
to do. Everything just clicked
for us that night."'
•See Page 2B
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Curry hasn't given up at UK
Wildcats look
Os‘
to end losing
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By MIKE- EIABRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON Ky. (AF_'L —
Although his program has strayed
off course, coach Bill Curry still
believes he can build a winner at
Kentucky.
11 have no doubt that it will
succeed
but-it's more rnmplicated and competitive than I
thought it would be," Curry said
at his weekly news conference
Monday.
He has an 18-36 record at Kentucky, including an eight-game
losing streak and 1-8 slate this
season. His best record was last
year's 6-6 mark.
Curry said his perceptions have
changed about the program.

"So many things are different
than. what I thought when I
arrived here in 1990," he said.
"We tried to adjust as we learned
and keep it headed in the right
direction. I know that it is headed
..„ig the. right direction,".
„
Curry .said he didn't think the
school would be able to recruit
Quality playen fro_ip the South to
Kentucky.
"We just didn't believe that
was going to be the way we were
going to build it, but it turns out
that it probably will be," he said,
adding that the 85-scholarship
limit increased the talent pool.
Curry also said the staff miscalculated the need for linemen.
"You used to sign a big old
'guy and you could pretty well
know he would be there for five
years," he said. "But spinal and
shoulder injuries, that has cost us
dearly up front."
But Curry remains confident
that he can produee a winning

Curry said, "Osolutely, I would
take the job. Working in this
environment, with (athletics director) C.M. Newton, with the
goals this program has set, is
what I was intended to do."
• Kentucky closes out its home
schedule Saturday against Northeast Louisiana (1-8).
"1 think both teams will be
excited about the game," Curry
said. "It's an opportunity to get a
win."
The Wildcats lost 24-6 to visitBILL CURRY
ing Vanderbilt last Saturday
w!.ile Northeast Louisia,p.s fell
program at Kentucky.
24-10 at No. 23 Brigham Young.
"We've had some major set"We have stuck together,"
backs this year," he said. "Some Curry said of the losing streak.
of them we don't understand at "No one has hung their heads.
all and some Of them we underNo one has begun to make
stand perfectly. We'will continue
excuses or any of the danger signals. As long as you can keep
to adjust and make corrections
until we get the job done."
those things together, then you
Asked if he would have
can persevere and get the job
accepted the position five years done and finish the season
ago knowing wlAt he knows now, strongly."

SPORTS

BRIEFS
BASEBALL

.Jordan appears headed to Nashville
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Michael Jordan is expected to
start next season with Triple-A Nashville and could finish
the year with the Chicago White Sox.
Nashville president Larry Schmittou said the White Sox
asked the American Association team to make housing
arrangements and other provisions for Jordan.
Jordan is batting .256 for Scottsdale in the Arizona Fall
League after hitting .202 with three homers and 51 RBIs for
Birmingham in the Double-A Southern League.
PRO FOOTBALL

Dolphins' Byars out with knee injuries
DAVIE, Fla. (AP) — Miami Dolphins fullback Keith Byars
could be sidelined for over a year with a damaged right
knee that requires reconstructive surgery.
An MR1 exam revealed tears of Byars' anterior cruciate
and medial collateral ligaments, along with torn cartilage. He
was injured in the second quarter of Miami's 22-21 victory
over Indianapolis on Sunday.

Rams still haven't voted to move

MSU,SEMO...
. FROM PAGE 1B .

•MSU coach...

the Racer, volleyball program'
has sem
"It's never come dow,n to the
wire like this," the Coach said.
Bowlin said a big home
crowd could boost-the Racers'
homecourt advantage, as well as
offset SEMO's supporters.'
"They've been putting it on
the radio and in the newspapers,
trying to get some fans, and I
expect them to bring over TOO
fans or more."

Murray State took the first
:
meeting rather easily; and Bow
1.n •inid 14 makes i difference
"There's a lot of pressure
both ways, but I feel there's a
lot of pressure on them because
e heat them.. already and
they're coming to our home
court:, she explained on
Monday.
Regardless, tonight is one of
the biggest home matches that

Golf
Sed/44IM 4 e
Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

A

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Los Angeles Rams president John
Shaw denied KMOX radio's report Sunday that the team's
,advisory board was in the process of making a formal
recommendation to move the franchise to St. Louis.

9 Holes
18 Holes

$3.00
$5.00

Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
18 Holes

$4.00
$7.00

• Golf Lessons Available
Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
Practice Range
$1.75 Batting Range
50C
Miniature Golf
N. 16th St., Murray
753-1152

It's Not Too Soon...
Man Ahead.
jJ
IIanDh/1!lrflIflf
SERIES
VENTED ROOM
HEATERS

Ank
KEROSUN
III/
rOvOTOrni

Portable Kerosene
Heater
Portable Forced
Air Heater

free, other than a minor ankle
injury to backup fullback Maurice Pollard.
"It can really set you apart,"
Senior defensive tackle Tim
Nutt said of the winning .,record.
"For _sn long, we've been at the Eoster did not play Saturday due
to an injured elbow. Nutt said
bottom, now were coming up
Foster's arm is getting better and
and making strides. It can really
is probable for Saturday's game.
pick up your program.
Troy lowers, who transferred
Nutt added that a third place
finish in the league would boost from Mississippi State along with
morale, as well as recruiting Foster, also did not make the trip
to Morehead. lowers, a 6-3,
efforts.
"The main thing is (recruits) 250-pound sophomore defensive
see where you've come from — end, was being disciplined by the
.2-9, 4-7 and now you win five, coaching staff. Nutt said Jowers,
six or 'seven," the second-year a 3.0 student, was not in any
coach said. "They see improve- trouble, he just "needs to do
things our way."
ment, and they see the program
RACER NOTES:
coming. We're going to have a
Saturday's game %kill start at
good .year recruiting regardless,
but if you're talking about the big 1:30 p.m. and will honor eight
recruits, now we can compete Racer seniors.
Also, Tennessee State's
with Eastern (Kentuck) and
nationally-mown "Aristocrat of
Middle (Tennessee)."
Murray State came out of the Bands" will travel to Murray and
Morehead game relatively injury perform at halftime.
-FROM-

PAGE

1B
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Georgia Tech coach Lewis resigns

.

ATLANTA (AP) — Georgia Tech coach Bill Lewis iCSigned under pressure and was replaced on an interim basis
•
by defensive coordinator George O'Leary.
Lewis, who will take an administrative position in the
school's college of management, was 11-19 in three seasons,
including 1-7 overall and 0-6 in the Atlantic Coast Conference this season.
PRO BASKETBALL

Hawks trade Willis for 3 players
ATLANTA (AP) — The Atlanta Hawks traded forward
Kevin Willis and a first-round draft pick to the Miami Heat
for guard Steve Smith, forward Grant Long and a secondround choice.
Willis, 32, averaged 19.1 points and 10.8 rebounds last
season and 14.5 points and 10.0 rebounds in nine seasons
with the Hawks. Smith, 25, averaged 17.3 points and 5.1
assists and Long, 28, 11.4 points and 7.2 ;rebounds.

Celtics' Douglas has knee problems

•Cowboys...
FROM PAGE 1B
yards, 171 behind Detroit's Barry
would challenge us. I just hope Sanders.
The first half ended on a bizarwe get our guys back."
Later, Smith ran 28 yards, Aikre play when Harper and Giants
defensive back Tito Wooten went
man completed a 22-yard pass to
Kevin Williams and Aikman
down in a tangle in the end zone
on a long Hail Mary pass.
scrambled three yards for a
Harper, who left the dressing
touchdown, his first since 1992.
room in crutches, said Wooten
Daryl Johnston bulled nine
yards for a touchdown after "cheap-shotted me. All I've got
to tell him is the last game of the
Dixon Edwards recovered Dave
Brown's fumble. Brown com- season is in New York and he's
pleted only four of 17 passes for
gonna get hurt."
Harper left, vowing "I'll be
56 yards before he was replaced
by Kent Graham, whose first pass
ready for Sunday. I'll be ready
was intercepted.
for Sunday."
The Giants got their' only
After the play, Irvin and Jarvis
touchdown late in the fourth
Williams of the Giants exchanged
quarter on a 9-yard pass from
swings as more players gathered
Graham to Howard Cross.
around. No damange was done as
Aikman completed 19 of 24
both teams pushed and shoved
passes for 241 yards before Rodtheir way to their separate dressney Peete took over in the fourth
ing rooms, scattering cheerleadperiod.
ers and halftime performers.
Giants linebacker Carlton BailDallas safety James Washingey said "whatever weaknesses 'ton took a tripod camera away
we had, we showed all of them
from a photographer during the
tonight."
scuffle 'and brandished it as a
Smith, seeking a fourth conseweapon, although he never hit
cutive rushing title, has 911
anyone.
Switzer said he didn't know
what was going on.
"I thought they were trying to
get in our dressing room, and we
were trying to keep 'em out,"
Switzer said.

Ready Space
Heaters

BOSTON (AP) — Boston guard Sherman Douglas is
expected to miss four to eight weeks with a sprained left
knee. He was injured in the Celtics' loss to Indiana on
Saturday night.
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

NBA GLANCE
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic DMIalon
Washington
New York
Orlando
Boston
Mani
New Jiasay
Philadelphia

2

GB
0 1,000 —
'A
0 1 000
1
1 .500
2 000 2
2 000 2
3 000 2'4
3 000 24

CeMnil Divialon
2 01 000 _
2 0 1 000 _
'A
1
O1 000
'A
2 1 667
1
1
1 .500
O 2 000 2
O 3 000 2.1.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Malmo( 01v860rt
W L Pct. GB
2 01 000
Hasson
'A
1
0 000
'A
2 1 887
Utah
1
1 500
1
Comer
1
1 500
San Antonio
2
o 2 DX
lAnnswota

Indiana
lAlwaukais
Cleveland
Chicago
Detroit
Charlotte
Atlanta

Pacific Oivieion
2 0 1 000
Golden Stale
2 0 1 000
Portland
1
0 1.000
Sacramento
1
0 1 000
Seattle
1
1 500
LA Laker.
1
1 500
Phoenix
0 2 000
LA CIppens
Monday's Gam.
Chicago 98. Philadelphia 83
San Antonio 105, New Jersey 96
Utah 104, Atlanta 86
Tueedity's Garnet
LA Laker. at New York, 630 pro
lAnnesota at Detroit, 630 pm
Houaton at Cleveland. 7 pro
Denver at Dales, 730 pm
Many at Golden State, 930 p m
Wedniteday'is Games
—
Houston at Indiana. 5 pm
Chicago at New Jersey, 630 pm
Washington at Philadelphia. 6.30 1:i m
Orlando at Charlotte, 630 p rn.
LA Laker. at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Utah at San Antonio. 7.30 p.m,
Atlanta at Phoenia. 8 pm
Sacramento at Seattle. 9 pm

Murray State
vs.
Tennessee State University

ALPHA II SERIES
VENT-FREE
DUAL BURNER
GAS LOGS
Leaf Clean-Up
Service
Our Power Blowers &
Vacuum, Do The Job
Right And Get It Done Fast

Stove Pipe

Murray Home 6 Auto
Chestnut St. Taize
dyezke,
Murray

N.

753-2571
753-4110

AJAk
,th.r, Lawn 6 Landmapt Serwer,

753-5726
Chnstopher Maley
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753-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

RACER FOOTBALL

35,000 to 150,000 BTU

IS

Saturday, November 12th • 1:30 Kickoff
Roy Stewart Stadium
Tickets Available By Calling (502) 762-4895

The game Is sponsored by
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Peoples First Corporation
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Mrs. Cecilia Freeland Nance

Dr. Van Bogard Dunn, 72, Delaware, Ohio, died Monday, Nov. 7,
1994, at 3 a.m at a hospital at Indianapolis. Ind. He was stricken ill
Sunday while preaching at a church service in the Indianapolis area.
Dr. Dunn did his undergraduate studies at Murray State College,
and received his Bachelor of Divinity and Ph.D from Duke University
Divinity School at Durham, N.C.
He served as a parish pastor in Jackson, Tenn., and Rocky Mountain, N.C. Dr. Dunn was the founding dean of the Methodist Theological Seminary at Delaware, Ohio and was emeritus and professor of
New Testament at the theaological seminary. Currently he served on
the Inter Professional Commission of Ohio at Ohio State University at
Columbus, Ohio.
Born June 27, 1922, in Sedalia. Ky., he was the son of the late
Knox Gilbert Dunn and Mary Bogard Dunn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Geraldine Hurt Dunn, daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Max Hurt of Kirksey; three daughters, Susan
Hoffius, Charleston, S.C., Sheila Roudedge, Monroe, Wash., and Joan
Solomon, Nashville, Tenn.; one son, Gilbert Dunn, Salem, Va.,; seven
grandchildren; one sister, Mrs. Reba Gordon, St. Lous, Mo.; one
brother, Ray Dunn, Red Bluff, Calif.
A private graveside service will be Wednesday at Oak Grove
Cemetery, Delaware, Ohio. A memorial service will be Thursday at
5:30 p.m. at Asbury United Methodist Church, Delaware.
Memorial contributions may be made to Inter Professional Commission of Ohio, Suite 104, 1501 Neil Ave., Columbus, Ohio,
43021-2602; or Dunn Chair Biblical Studies at 3081 Columbus Pike,
Delaware, Ohio, 43015; or to Asbury United Methodist Church, 55
West Lincoln Ave., Delaware.
Robinson Funeral Home of Delaware is in charge of arrangements.
No visitation will be scheduled.

Mrs. Cecilia Freeland Nance, 91, Edinborough Drive, Murray, died
Monday, Nov. 7, 1994, at 11:20 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital: Paducah.
She had been .a member of Royal Oak Freewill Baptist Church,
Royal Oak, Mich., for over 50t.years. She had 'retired from Ford Motor
Company.
She was married July 27, 1919, to George Allen Nance who died
April 7, 1972. Also preceding her in death were one son, the Rev.
L.D. Nance, on Dec. 9, 1993, and one brother, Luther Freeland. Bom
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Indian John
Freeland and Martha Allen Buie Freeland.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. La Rue Redden and husband,
Paul, Murray; a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Genella Marge Nance, Cullman, Ala.; one granddaughter, Mrs. Paula Kilroy and husband, Todd,
Southfield, Mich.; one nephew, the Rev. E.L. Freeland and wife,
Mildred, Florida.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Raymond Riggs and the Rev. Jim
Simmons will officiate. Music will be by the Rev. and Mrs. Raymond
Riggs. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday).

M. Mae- Miller,84, Ri. , Dexter, Palestine community, -died
Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1994, at 12:17 a.m. at West View Nursing 'Home,
Murray.
Her husband, Hub Miller, died in December 1987. Born May 5,
1910, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of the late Hardin
Carrish and Laura Ross Parrish.
Mrs. Miller was a member of Palestine United Methodist Church
and had retired from the Housekeeping Department at Kenlake State
Park where she had been employed for many years.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mary Morris and husband,
JD., Rt. 1, Dexter, and Mrs. Shirley Sheppard, Rt. 3, Murray; one
son, Charles Miller, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Erma Lovett, Murray;
one brother, Max Parrish and wife, Edith, Rt. 2, Murray; half sister,
Mrs. Dottie Tabers, and half brother, Euel Parrish, Rt. 1, Almo; 10
grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Calvin Clark and the Rev. Don Faulkner will officiate. Burial will follow in Palestine Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
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Dr. Van Bogard Dunn

Mrs. Mae Miller

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 8,

1200 Poplar Street, &Mos,Ky
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Call 753-9500

For All Your Hearing Aid Nogg
527-3978 or 1-800-742. 01

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

4

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
600 Main St.

753-0489

Stock Market Renort
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
DJIA Previous Close
Air Products

.134
3808.87
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541/..
Bell South
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Briggs & Stratton
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Ford Motor
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General Electric
General Motors
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Goodrich
431/2 unc
Goodyear
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/
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Ocie Odell Futrell
The funeral for Ocie Odell Futrell was Monday at 1 p.m.
in the
chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Wesley Hibbs
and
the Rev. Steve Hibbs officiated. Virginia' Hibbs was soloist.
Burial
was in East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Mr. Futrell, 85, of 21.55 South Rd., Cadiz, died Friday, Nov:
4,
1994, at 8:13 p.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
A retired machinist from LaSalle Steel Company, Hammond, Ind.,
he was a member of New Pleasant Hill Pentecostal Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bs_ssic_Lortne OakIry_Eutrell;-one-daughter, Mrs. Judy Holt, Trigg County; one son, Martin Blanc Fut,
rell, Hammond, Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Lila Oakley and husband,
Jesse,
Calloway County; six grandchildren, Yolanda Anderson Kuper and
Tina Tanagiotidis, Griffith, Ind., Angela Holt Lane, Kelli Holt and
Jessica 1-111t, Trigg County, and Teresa Futrell, Hammond, Ind.; four
great-grandchildren.

Prices As Of 9 a.m.
K•Mart
los •
• IIIIC
K I Energy
, 5,
Kroger
L G & E
Mattel
McDonalds ...................29.
'' 591/. tint
Merck
40,/,
J.C. Penney
Peoples
. 211' 11 21' 11•
Quaker Oats
68'.•
ScherIng-Plough--..-71).4
Sears
481 4 '•
Tesaco
62 • •
It' • _
Time Warner
UST Wal-Mart
21'4 um;

ilollInrd 1 yons s a market make/ In this CIrIck
UNC•price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
. Court Square
f' Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

Continuing A Tradition
Of Excellence.

Bobby (Bishop) Sykes
Bobby (Bishop) Sykes, 66, Hermitage, Tenn., died Monday, Nov. 7,
1994, at Donelson Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Sykes had been a recording star playing the guitar and singing
with the late Marty Robbins for 30 years. He then plaijed with Hank
Snow until he retired. Mr. Sykes had made several records of religious, holiday and country music.
Born Aug. 6, 1928, at Buchanan, Tenn., he was the son of the late
Cordel Sykes and Lettie Freeland Sykes Wilson. One sister, Mrs. Robbie Orr of Murray, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marion Sykes; two daughters,
Debbie and Beverly, Nashville; two brothers, Freeman Sykes, Murray,
and John Sykes, Detroit, Mich.; several grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews including Larry Orr and wife, Bonita, Rt. 5, Murray.
Hermitage Funeral Home, Hermitage, Tenn., will be in charge of
funeral and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Nancy Juanita Pierce
Services for Mrs. Nancy Juanita Pierce were Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. John Dale officiated.
Burial was in Memorial Cemetery, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Pierce, 72, of 3558 Wilshire, Memphis, Tenn., died Saturday,
Nov. 5, 1994, at 11:45 a.m. at her home.
Born Dec. 8, 1921, at Hazel, she was the daughter of the late Fred
Paschall and Jimmie Patterson Paschall. One brother, Fred Paschall
Jr., preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, William Mirle Pierce; one daughter.
Mrs. Nancy F. Herndon and husband, James, Bartlett, Tenn.; two sons,
Richard D. Pierce and wife, Kay, Cordova, Tenn., and William
T
Pierce and wife, Cindy. Louisville; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Shirley Paschall, one aunt, Mrs. Lydia Sue Freeland, and one uncle, Bill Jones.
all of Hazel; four grandchildren.

Billy P'Pool, M.D.

Rachel Murrell, an eighth grader at Calloway County Middle School, has
been selected as Student of the Week. The daughter of Heidi Murrell of
Murray, she is president of the Student Council and a member of the
science and history clubs. She was voted Most Studious. Pictured from
left: Greg DeLaney, James Hart of Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
Murrell, CCMS teacher Linda Feltner and CCMS Principal Cloyd
Bumgardner.
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HOG MARKET
Federal Mate Merkel News Service Nov. a, 1994
Kentucky Purchase Area 1651 Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Ad. III Katie° Barrows &
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_______
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Fed Up With
High Checking
Fees?

HEAVY DUTY WASHER

Family Medicine
is now accepting appointments.
Walk-ins Welcome
For Appointments Call

759-4880 "

Kentucky owned Republic Bank welcomes
your business! Open a Carefree Checking
account— $I0Gminimum & NO service charge.

FREE CHECKS!
1St order of 200 basic Republic design

Medical Arts Building
Suite 205E
300 S. 8th St. • Murray

REPUBLIC
Trust
BANK&Company
Member FDIC

Main Street
Murray, Kr tucks
759-1630
1201

We are proud to use
Ac9 recycled newsprint.

7-g27

Model
#AW1 00

Open 6 days a week,Saturdays 9- 12
I lw Republic group of banks — Kentucky owned & proud of it!
Free checks offer good through 12/31'94

Only$299.

•Large Capacity
.2 Wash/Rinse Temperature Combinations
.25-Year Limited Tub Warranty *WT

Court

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY!
Square - Murray
753-1713
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Ginger Phlipot, a volunteer at Southwest Elementary, puts the finishing
touches on a poster for the fall festival.

Students at the Adventurers and Trailblazers classes at Murray Elementary presented Smokey the Bear with cards and letters they had written
during Fire Prevention Week. Pictured are Elijah Kingins, Doran Brown,
Kelly Dick, Smokey, Maggie Tate, Raquel Bandarra and Ranger Ron
Talent.

Angela Duncan, Justin Phillips, Jessica Ottway and Derek Casper are
using water colors to express themselves in one of the fifth grade
learning center In Linnie Hooks' class at East Elementary.

•

NW EL
Southwest Elementary recently had a flag ceremony to dedicate a new
American flag and a new Kentucky flag donated by Woodmen of the
World. Joey Skinner, David Timmons and Calvin Falwell are pictured
during the singing of "The Star-Spangled Banner."

I.

PFC David Lay of the U.S. Marine Corps is pictured discussing his decision to join the Marine Corps with the eighth grade enrichment class Of
Patricia Allbritten at Calloway County Middle School. Also pictured are
Mike Smith, Shelia Brame, John Jones and Shane Jones.

-arne to visit Holly Bloodworth's class at Murray Elementary
Ldren about their skeleton. Pictured are David Bell, Sarah
J Dr. Steve Trevathan.
Primary students at North Elementary were visited by State Trooper
Chuck Robertson who discussed how to handle strangers, as well as
the difference between good and bad touches.
Candice Fain shows her Spanish class the holiday bread she made for
the students. The Spanish I classes at Calloway County High School
are studying the Mexican holiday Dia de los Muertos. Also pictured is
Tammy Culpepper.

AvA
Kandl Carstens and Kathy Cohen, representatives of the Humane Society, visited several classes at Murray Elementary School to talk about
being responsible pet owners. Pictured are Cohen, Jameson Carstens
with pet dog Beethoven and Kandi Carstens with Chips the rabbit. Both
pets were adopted by the Carstens's family.

North Elementary parent volunteer Pam Saddoris serves a piece of popcorn cake to her son, Joey, a student in Debbie Pardue's class. The
activity was part of a thematic study on popcorn.

Calloway County High School's Beta Club members participated in a
style show for the Kirksey Senior Citizens iuncheon as part of their
service project. Pictured are Carrie Bell, Celena Cooper, April Peal, Kelly D. Hale and Erin Grogan.

Students In Mary Ann Carter's class at Murray Elementary display the
city they built called Moonbeamsville. Pictured are Steven Rutledge,
Tony Schneider, Zachary Rayburn and Colin Tate-Majcher.
Pictures or this page were submitted by the administratice staffs r the Nlorr•y
Independent Sehool District and the Calloway Count? Schools and edited by the stall of
the Ledger & TIM,. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approsimate ratio or students in each district. Please direct sour questions and
comments about area public schools to the NIurray City Schools 47534363) or the
Public Sc book (753.3o3,1!.
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Dictionaries
O PiCtUrebacks
Your child's education is very
by RAndbA,
Ifoome
important to us. That is why we
Golden Sten
Ahead
r
carry a large inventory of educational
f'•••••ch.,,,
Brai,r1 Quest
and enjoyment reading material to
k* AIN.
LI Award
help your child learn and grow
Winning Books
through their primary years.
m
Abb..
and Award' WtrrA...
Caldvote
Come by and see the many different
titles we have to offer.

READMORE
BOOK-S-CARD

Chestnut 111lle
Murray
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. As a performance event within a unit on oceans, Ronnie West, Lindy
Grasser and Robert Johnson create a crayon resist art piece to resemble the underwater habitats they learned. They are primary students in
Linda Hendrick's class at East Elementary.

James Fielder, Elizabeth Maness and Corby Cook welcome the new
class pet, a parakeet named Sunny. The students are in Janice Rose's
class at East Elementary. The group learned responsibility for pets and
proper daily care.
(.!

MURRAY
MONTESSORI
CENTER

When skill and love
work together, expect
a masterpiece —
educating tomorrow's
minds today.

Get
Into
School!
We Carry a Full Line of
SUZ.V.S Zsgi

An American Montessori School
Recognized by U.S. Dept. of Ed. as a school.

Card's & Gifts
Visit us In

212 North 15th • Murray, Ky. • 753-8380
Eileen Fitzgibbon, Headmistress
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Mousers
For Ront

Musical
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600
210
MisesWows

1

Storage train's
for rent
753-7888

BAHAMA CRUISE , 5
days./4 nights under
booked' Must selll
ATTRACTIVE,'very clean
$279,couple Limited tick
ets (407) 767-8100 en daycare center tor rent,or
Building and
lease
4395 Mon Sat 9a,m 10pmgrounds state approved
Totally furnished,ciood
260
cation Coleman RE
TN.
753 9898
Radio
DOWNTOWN office space
25 INCH color Magavox N
available across fromc
good condition 759 4805
courthouse $95,nlo includ-)
after 5pm
ing all utilities 753-1266
270

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

Mobile
Homes For Sale

12X65 2br, central hie
320
washer dryer, stove, reAponmionts
frigerator, dishwasher,
Foe Rent
underpinning. front porch,
$4,000 753 0530
1.2.3BD apts Furnished
14X70 SWINGER northern very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
built trailer Front kitchen
days 753-0606 after 5pm
Call 251 2891 after 6pm

Of are

grade

Daytime call 489-2527

1 & 2BR apartrnents at
Farmington Square 11
14X80 all appliances in
miles from Murray towards
cluded, set up on 5 sec
Starting at
Iuded acres 24X24 barn, Mayfield
Stove, refrigera$320/mo
6X8 storage shed Must
tor, washer, dryer.
sell 437-4868 before 5pm
hwasher. water & garbage
753-5525 after 5pm
pick-up furnished Deposit
required No pets Call
762 4483 between
8am-4pm 345-2748 after
5pm

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

•
INN
f dadass of
?cl are

RENTED

1BR aoartrn.'
tow

147-4608
t--

1BR apartment. w/d hook4x70 2BR, 16 bath with up, 1 block from campus,
Opfralirertet up on ap- 6mos old 753-0472
prox 3 wooded acres 1 mile 1BR duplex on Hwy 280.
from Murray Excellent con , energy efficient No pets
dition, must sell, bought $285 imo +deposit
Reduced to 753-8848 before 9pm
house
$29,500 753-7668 days,
1BR furnished apartment,
nights
753,4919
$200/mo plus deposit No
1994 BUCCANEER in Fox pets
Hwy 121 next to
Meadows 759 9311
fairgrounds 753-3139 after
3
30pm
28R mobile home, one Mile
from
$
7

ts

FiENTED .sit

48TH Anniversary Salem
Our largest inventory of
new homes everli Buy now
and save Big $$$$ through
Nov 13 1994 DINKINS
MOBILE HOMES, INC
Hwy 79 E Paris, TN
1 800 642 4891

Je for
chool
red is

PARTIALLY furnished 2br
trailer, 2 bath Newly decorated Nice large lot Call
474-8898

1BR partially furnished,
carpet patio, carport No
pets $295/mo 753-6931
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished.
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753.9898
2BR,
bath townhouse,
central h/a, nice neighborhood. appliances furnished -Coleman RE.
753-9898

Mobile
Homes Foe Rent

2BR, 1 bath duplex avail
able immediately Washer,
NICE 2br small quiet court dtyer, appliances.
Ideal for single or couple $390/mo Deposit required
$175/mo 759-1691. 753-8734
753-8216
2BR duplex, gas heat, new
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753 5209

Mobile
Horne Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village, wa
er furnished, $80/mo Col
eman RE. 753-9898

bathroom, carport,
$295/mo 753-8767
2BR, very nice, central h/a,
appliances & lawn maintenance furnished Coleman
RE 753-9898
3BR, 2 bath, low utilities,
with garage. $550/mo
753-3293 after 6pm

Did you need a

I in a
their
I, Kel-

KENTUCKY Lake. Lakeland Windy Village. 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based • on in•
come 55 & older handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502 354 8868
LARGE duplex near u
sit

yesterday? Ask us about our
WOOD WORKS
753-2378

1626

382-2306

Retail or Office
Space For Lease
(1) 3200 sq. ft. (1) 3800 sq.
ft., all divine. Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center.

Call 753-9469
> TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT <
- NO DOWN PAYMENT -

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now accepting applications for 1 2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEW 2br triplex apartments, gas heat. w/d hookup, appliances furnished,
no pets, available Oct 15th,
$425/mo, deposit required
Call 753-4873 after
6 30pm. Allen Properties
NEW brick townhouse, 2br.
1'6 bath, family room
kitchen, lots of storage, refrigerator with ICU maker,
stove, microwave, w/d
hook-up
No pets.
$425/mo, plus deposit.
Cambridge Subdivision,
753-7435 days, 753,3966
evenings
NICE 2br duplex, all appliances, quiet neighborhood near shopping center.
central h/a, available
November No pets Depo
sit $360/mo Call 753-2852
after 5pm
NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat Lease No
pets 1821 Ridgewood,
$425/mo 753-7457

1/1
of

s your ticket to an Unbelievable 1555 sq.
ft. BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms,2 full
baths,28'great room,cat-in kitchen,large
master suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace,
central heat & air and many more amenities. Custom built on crawl space. Garage, basement and other options available.

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Or, 7,000 Suhsfrril Custormrs
Since 1958
3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

EXECUTIVE home 3br,
27, bath. central (gas)
heating & cooling, 2 car
garage, -fireplace Bob
Perrin Grey's Properties
759-2901. eve 753 3509
NEWLY remodeled 2br
house near hospital, with
gas heat, w/d hook-up,
stove refrigerator, turn shed $400(mo plus deposit 759 9967 after 5pm
360
For Rent
Or Lease

I

SHARP 2br duplex,
$425/mo 753-0724
VERY nice 2br, 1 bath duplex Appliances furnished,
central h/a, $425/mo 1
month deposit, 1yr lease
No pets 753-2905
VERY nice large 1br apartment Most utilities fern
'shed Available now
753-6824 after 4pm

2BR brick with carport
Available now $425/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
2BR brick on 280 beside
East Elementary, $250/mo
Deposit No pets Call
753 8848 before 9pm
2BR furnished, $300/mo
Call 753-0919 after 6pm
2BR house near university.
new carpet & paint
753-5992, in no answer try
753-2186
28R house near downtown
Murray 753-4109

r.,.

2BR house Range
wash.'
av
RENTEDly
7724
2BR house for rent in city
$390/mo Contact Mur-Cal
RE, 753-4444
3BR 2 bath house, 701
Broad Street, $375/mo
753 2339 or 753-8767

3BR house, 1'4 baths, new
gas heat & central air system, reasonqble utilities,
garage, storage No pets 5
minutes from town Southwest School District Nice &
well kept $500/mo +depo
sit 753 7920 or 753 1664
38R neer university. w/d
hook up, recently remodeled Central hie, gas logs
in fireplace Stove & refrigerator furnished $425
plus deposit and references No pets 753-1059

3BR remodeled in and out
Trees city water $45,000
753 8061

MOPED Batav us $395
759 1470

112 SOUTH 8th St 2br 1
bath home with central gas
heat & air full basement
large backyard & deck low
$50's
Please call
753 3228

Auto
Parts
350 CHEVY motor, new
$1,100 436 2752 or
436-5890 after 5 30pm

BY owner Brick home nice
neighborhood in town
clean & ready to move in
759-4531, 753-2476
EXTREMELY well main
tamed 4br 2 bath home in
excellent neighborhood
Den with fireplace & attrac
tive shady backyard with
privacy fence Price lust
reduced to $99,500 Contact Kopperud RE
753-1222 MLS# 3000112

196
U

A3/1
Real
Estate

50 ACRES for sale in
Dover, TN 759-4021

HALEY Appraisal Service,
call
Bob
Haley
502489-2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all pace ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
acn
Farms
For Sal*
24 ACRES with 3br house
& outbuilding 15 acres till
able, 6 acres woods Good
location 759 1816
75 ACRE farm, 2 large dark
fire tobacco barns, large
40x72 storage shed 3br
home, central h/a
$163,000 MLS#3000162
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
LAND
39 acre tract (36
tendable) $49.500
37
acre tract with five bedrooms four baths, just now
on the market $209,000-40 acres with four bedroom, one bath
$92,000
Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492
ssn

SOLD
5

1971 MALIBU 65,XXX ac
tual miles, $800 759 1900
after 6pm
1977 CUTLASS
437-3017

$300

NICE 3br, 2 bath brick 1989 CORSICA LT, air.
close to town, on beautiful auto, tilt, cruise $3,000
large lot New roof 1993 obo 753 8058
Central h/a. new 1992 Pr1989 HONDA Accord LX,
iced at $88,000 Some
loaded, $6,500 753-1522
owner financing may be
days, 759 4806 nights
available MLS# 3000093
Contact Kopperud RE, 1989 MAZDA 929, white
with blue interior, 69,XXX
753 1222
miles, loaded. Call
OLDER farmhouse with
753-3358 ask for Jim or
many recent updates, si- Mickey
tuated on 5 acres Two log
tobacco barns & other out- 1990 GEO Prism, 1 owner,
buildings included Offered auto air, am/fm, good conat $58,900 through Kop- dition.$5,100 753-2615
perud Realty, 753-1222
1990 PONTIAC 6000 LE,
Additional acreage ava:I$3,950 753-1522 days,
able MLS #3000143
759-4806 nights
REDUCED $11,700 on
1991 MERCURY Sable,
chalet with workshop lofully equipped, 65,XXX
cated in lake subdivision
miles, local, one oikiner
can purchase additional lot
753-7687 after 5pm
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out.
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room, separate dining
room Lots of extras, country club view Call for your
appointment today
753-2905, 753-7536
TASTEFULLY lansdcaped
3br, 2 bath doublewide with
brick foundation Cathedral
ceiling in living room, 2
skylites, fireplace and
many other desirable features make this a very attractive offering at $46,000
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MLS *3000141

Vehicles Under S200,
Cars Auctoned by DES FEil
Nationwide.
Boats, Motorhomes.
Computers and More,
Call Toll Free'
1 (BOO) 4366867
EXT, A-1801

803 NORTH 17th, 3br. 2
bath, central h/a, $485/mo
No pets 762 4483 between 8am 4pm

3BR. 2 bath home new
vinyl siding, roof, vinyl, carpet, 701 Broad, $37,500
753 2339 or 753-8767

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mayor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455

1994 SUN-Glow Aqua Fat
Boy HD dual fishtails, HD
Fat Boy saddle bags, CCI
bar lights 7,2XX miles
$ 1 8 , 6 00
firm
502-436-5671
2 CARTER go-carts 5hp
Briggs torque converters,
live axe! Like new, carts
can be seen at Keiths Lawn
& Garden
HONDA Fourtrax 200SX,
$2,100 firm 492-8858

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair replacement 759-1515

1988 S 10 4X4 Tahoe, excellent condition, high
miles, $4,500 435-4374

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, dnve
ways, hauling foundations
etc 759 4664

1992 JEEP Comanche,
colardo red Sop, overdrive.
am/fm cassette, a/c, 1
owner, 19 XXX miles, excellent condition 753-6391
it no answer leave message, will return call

BACKHOE Service, cornplate foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762 7221
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed
753 1134 or
436-5832

1993 FORD FLareside,
black with silver topper,
38,XXX miles, local one
owner, $11,800 753-0563

BUILDER New homes,
garages, additions, foundations, poured basements
Call Tripp Williams
753 0563

FORD Exployer, 4dr. 4X4
metalic green, sharp
$18,400 6152328182 after 5 30pm

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

SIO

1984 37FT Kountry Aire
5th wheel 314 379 2723

131 Services
Offered
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling
moving, clean-up, odd jobs
tree trimming, tree removal
yard mowing, mulch haul
ing. Clean up sheet rock &
other building materials.
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744
1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling, tree
trimming, tree removal, &
cleaning out sheds, attics
odd lobs & will haul &
spread mulch Free estimates 436 5744 Luke
Lamb
1 1 1 1 1 TREE trimming
hauling, carpentry & odd
lobs Paul 436-2102

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing References avail
able Call 436 2060
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding padit
ing Free estimates 'rr
years experience Local re
lerences 753 2592
KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formiaa All
colors free estimates
Wulff's Recovery Murray
KY 436-5560
LEE'S Carpet Cleanng
Carpets. upholstery Free
estimates 753-5827
PAINTING interior & exterior All types of home repair
Free estimates Call
436-5032 anytime
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2574 Stella, KY
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
CHIN Chlm Chimney 'Removal Insured with full
Sweeps has 10% senior line of equipment Free escitizen discounts We sell timates Day or night
chimney caps and screens
753-5484
435-4191
THE Gutter Co-Searnles
COE & Coe General Re
aluminum gutters, variety
pair Carpentry, electrical & of colors Licensed, in
drywall 502-492-8403
sured Estimate available
759-4690
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Wulff's Recovery, Murray Service Center, cleaning 436-5560
servicing $15: most repairs
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating $35 Free estimates Route
and Cooling Service Com- 1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
plete installation and ser- Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530
vice
Call Gary at WILL install, sand & finish
759-4754
hardwood floors 30yrs exCUSTOM bulldozing and perience, can furnish referbackhoe work, septic sys- ences Call (502)522-6358
tems. 354-8161 after 4pm, or (502)522-5050 after
6pm
Horace Sholar

1 1 1 1 Tree removal, mowing, mulching, raking,
cleaning out sheds & hauling Joe 436-2867.

DAVID'S Cleaning Services We specialize in vinyl
siding, concrete driveways,
blacktop driveways boats,
A1, Al's hauling, yard work, mobile homes. Fully intree removal, mowing Free sured & completely mobile
759-4734
estimates 759-1683
do
LICENSED for electric and D&D Lawn Care Will
leaves 489-2296
gas 753 7203

AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co Service, unit
replacement and complete
installtion Licensed gas installer Phone 435,4699
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custcy.
woodworking 753 805C

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

753-1916

Call Us Today!
1988 DODGE Caravan SE
6 cylinder, front whee
drive, all power extras,
100,XXX miles $5,500
492-8815

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service

Motorcycles
1987 HONDA 125 4
wheeler Reverse, electric
& manual start, new battary, 4 new tires, $1,000
492-8815

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
parlance
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

1979 CHEVY Silv
piu
4X4 i
shell
railer
70
SOLD
e
$3.650
d
753 2084

DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761

Visa and Master Card

a70

1970 GT Ranchero
70,XXX miles, 90% restored Call 489-2933 after
4 30pm
1976 CJ-5 Jeep. 304 V-8
engine, 2 new tops, $2,9501984 Dodge pick-up, 318
engine, auto, p/b, p/s a/c
swb 901-644-1327 after
6pm
1977 FORD F250
ton
p/u with 460 engine,
gooseneck plate & ball,
new radial tires, $2,775
obo 1984 Ford Ranger phi,
4sp, 4cyl, with new white
letter tires new sliding back
glass, $2,800 Phone
753-1940 after 6pm

Tr

is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753.1916

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Two Heads Are Better than One
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K Q .1 85
V 85 3
• 1094 :

+86
WEST
+973
97 2
•J 85
Q 10 7 2

South 641
Security Storage
Mini Storage Rentals
(10 rt. x 12 ft.) and (6 ft. x 9 ft )
- Reasonable Rates - Give Us a Call 12 Mile North of Hazel on Hwy. 641
Lee Starks
Billy Forres
(502) 492-8238
(502) 492-8508
-

CUSTOM KJTCHEN CAEUNETS
CUSTOKI WOODWORKING
All Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking
•
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
40G SUNBURY MURRAY (B•hind Bunny Bread)
753 5940

EAST
46 A 10 2,
•K 10 4
•7 6 3 2
4 K 95

SOUTH

Monthly Rentals

2BR brick, 3 acres nea
Aurora on Hwy 80 Was
$60,000, Reduced to
$54,000 753-6556 or
753-2951

48R, 2 bath house 3blks
from university. $400/mo
759 1944

978 CHEVROLET El Ca
mine 146 XXX miles running every day Restore
this very straight classic or
drive as is First $2 500
takes it Call 753 5154 after
5pm

Offered

Vans

Homes
For Saki

2BR home in Hardin A/c,
gas heat, metal out building low utilities, prised at
$13.000 Call 527 3026 after 6pm

Seerloes
Oilseed

1983 FORD Ranger truck,
runs good. 84,XXX miles,
$1,800 436 2528 Mark

yb
mi

1978 FLEETWOOD CadilFAMILY expanding? Try
lac All power, black, runs
this new listing be size'
good.
good condition
Sip,. 2 baths, plus unfin
inside/out. sunroof
ished bonus room above
(502)395-1954
garage Located on Quail
Creek Dr in Gatesborough 1980 AUDI 5000, local car,
Subdivision Price lust re- sunroof, am/fm stereo, all
duced to $134,900 Con- leather, fuel injection
tact Kopperud Realty, $1,950 or best offer
CREEKVIEW Self storage 753 1222 MLS*3000152
753-96
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's FOR sale new 3br, 2 bath 1985 CORVETTE, 53,XXX
home
1730sq
ft
located
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
miles, original owner, pa
near Kirksey, KY Priced
NEON Beach Storage, 812 $79,900 Call Mur-Cal Re- cellent condition. $12,500
753
2084
Whitnell behind Bel-Air alty, 753-4444
Center All units from
1987 DODGE Shadow
11'X25 and down with NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub, $900 437-4742
lights & electric 753-3853 oak cabinets 1280sq ft living, garage Priced upper 1987 MUSTANG GT, red/
NORTHWOOD Storage $60's 1405 N 16th Call red, clean, 95,XXXmi,
presently has units avail- 489-2722
$4,500 753 7976
able Call 753 2905,
NEW 3br, 2 bath, central 1988 CUTLASS Ciera,
753-7536
air, gas heat. Southwood 44,XXX miles, local, one
Dr. $67,500 753-5661.__ ._ owner. $3,600, Call
370
753-3381 or 753:0891-after
Livestock
NEW 3br homes, 95-100% 5pm
8 Supplies
financing- up to 30yrs,fixed
GOOSENECK trailer. 3 rate to qualified buyers. Pr- 1988 FORD Taurus,
horse with 7ft camper iced from $70's-$80's. 95,XXX miles, new transmission, good condition.
753-3672 after 5pm
753-5165 after 5pm
$2,700 759-2385
NEW 3br homes 95 100%
Ion
financing- up to 30yrs, fixed 1988 T-BIRD, V-6, auto,
Pets
rate to qualified buyers Pr- loaded, 61,XXX miles, new
8 Supplies
iced from $70's $80's. tires, bought new, garage
kept $6,450 753-7457
4 FEMALE dogs born Hal- 753-3672 after 5pm

DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath, Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

Houses
For Rent

113

Opened
Bypass Mini
Storage
121 Bypass North
Sizes from 10x10
up to 20x20
753-2225

TORTOISE-SHELL kittens, 5mos old, $10/ea
436-2145

SEI Services

Used
Trucks

Moto/aye's.

58

NOVEMBER 8. 1994

535

Homes
For UM

Just

loween day, Father regisered Chiluahua, mother is
a pure Rat Ternor, no papers
(6V, lbs) Little witches
NICE 2br duplex, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator, dis- will be ready for new homes
Dec 1, Must be very good
hwasher, w/d hook-up
Northwood No pets $375, homes, $25'. 436-5590
plus deposit 753-1953 AKC Dalmations, all shots
days, 753-0870 nights
vet Great with kids.
$125-$200 615-746-5355.
NORTHWOODS duplex
2br, with 15ft closets, cen- AVA'S Aviary, 515 S 7th St
tral h/a, new wall to wall Birds, seed & accessories
carpeting, newly decor- 759-4119
ated Refrigerator, stove.
dishwasher, disposal, w/d DACHSHUND puppies
hook-up, new vinyl floor in AKC, miniature, wormed &
kitchen Separate 2dX3Oft vet checked Ready in 1
storage building with over- week, $180 Depsosit will
head door No pets. hold 901 584-4475.
$425/mo $425 security
DOG Day Afternoon,
753-3018
759-1768
NOW taking applications
HAVE an obedient, safe
for Section 810w rent housdog for show or home
ing Apply in person at
Classes or private lessons
Southside Manor, 906
Serving Murray for over
Broad St Extended, be12yrs 436 2858
tween 8am-12noon No
phone calls please Equal PEG'S Dog Grooming
Housing Opportunity
753 2915

3BR farmhouse on Hwy
280 No pets $275/mo
.deposit 753 8848 before
9pm

$54 900

EXCEPTIONALLY nice 3b
brick with all the extras
nice neighborhood
$650/mo available Nov
1st 7534t09

BOOED .sit

340

ONE DAY SIGN SERVICE.

neW
OSe'S
S and

CHESTNUT Street town
houses Very nice 2br 16
baths All appliances in
chiding washer & dryer
deck tool shed ceiling
fans etc Free lawn care
Available in Dec Coleman
Realty 753 9898

TUESDAY

+64
A Q.16
• AKQ
A ,1 43
The bidding:
South
West
North East
1 IV
Pass
1•
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead - two of clubs.
Assume yotere East and partner
leads a club. South takes your king
with the ace and returns a spade,
partner playing the three and dummy
the jack, which you duck.
Declarer now leads a heart to his
queen, which wins, end continues
with anothe.- spade, West playing
the seven and dummy the queen. Do
you Win the trick or not?
Undoubtedly, you've faced this
situation many times before. Dummy
has a long sultand no aide entry and
you must decide when to take your

ace.
'
You would win the second spade
lead if you knew declarer originally
had twoepades,but would not win it
if you knew he had three spades. In
the latter case, you'd duck to limit
declarer to two spade tricks, if you
took the ace he'd make four spade
tricks.
Many players treat such problems as g-uesswork, and hope they
guess right. But in a well-oiled partnership the defenders don't guess in
this situation; they find the right
play all the time.
In these partnerships, the defender who lacks the ace signals to
his partner how many cards he holds
in the crucial suit, which' in turn
tells his partner how many declarer
has.
If West holds two spades, he plays
high-low, indicating an even number. If he has three spades, he plays
them in ascending order, showing
an odd number.So,when West plays
the three and then the seven in the
actual deal, he is saying he has another spade.
East therefore takes the ace on
the second round and returns the
nine ofclubs,after which South must
go down one. But if East ducks the
second spade. South takes another
heart finesse and winds up making
four notrump.

Tomorrow: South displays good technique.
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•

• 753-51365.
COUNTRY Jeans 94 E
"59 1062 Hours Thur-Fn
'2 4pm Sat 10arn 4pm
•
'ues & Wed by ap
treent New Item•:
Boys Western shirts size
3 18 Ladles Blaze West
ern jeans, latest colors
Cathartic vest Coveralls.
!ackets overalls Men &
Ladies Wrangler jeans
Layaway for Christmas

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
slenderized in 10
plans and we write
all 10
The pan A deductible
you, or your
insurance.
must pay has been
increased to $696 in
1994
/or more information
call
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nal/one/de
1-800-455-4199

759-1874

THE Brothers of Alpha
Sigma Phi are having their
first annual rake & run
athon for residents of Murray Will rake yard for dona
son More information call
Charlie Wright 762-3839,
or Mark Walker 762 4130

'out 32nd rat of service

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair

Ward•Elkins
753-1713

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon Tues Pizza. -salads.
hot sandwiches. gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800-649 3804

LEAF
REMOVAL

At&
753-5726

The Book Rack
New Discourirrooks
Trade & Sell Used Paperbacks
Special Orders
Cards & Gifts
land Shopping Center • 753-4821

INTERIOR & exterior paint
sale 5 gallon can $20 Get
at Blacks Decorating Center, 701 South 4th St,
Murray

[Let professionals
YOU find
qualified
worker.i

Job Seekers:
Let us help...
no fee to applicants

TOOTER BURGERS
YES!
iv: On The Menu Daily At

Toot
ers
Downtown
• Hazel

between Barber Shop & Fire
Slat ion. 1 block ahead.
11 1dl

753-3881

0
0
,s0
40
.3,
02,,0
ota

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
• SuodiellsA Alosseg• • (new Balancing
• D•op afiado Many', • flelszolopy

HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES
MSU STUDENT DISCOUNTS
INC4LLS 04 ousauu

MASSAG
E TO YOU
by Dove Estes, LMT
•11
.‘
RELAXATION•STRESS REDUCTION•FAIN RELIEF

riPhoto Greeting Cards
•

$999
—
1899

I Curtis Tucker, am no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own
IMAGES pre special sale,
prom dresses none over
$550 Limited time
753 4104

Employers:

I

DRY clean your carpet Ge
effective carpet cleaning
results with Host the easy.
do it yourself dry carpet
cleaning system Call today
to reserve a machine at
Black s Decorating Center
753 0839

E arty Bad Special II Ordered
Before November 22, 1994
,
fd Ca105

Enwoope• Fin

is Teta Catos & Eninsiooes

riee

Artcraft Photography
1608 N. 121 • 753-0035

Jerry
McConnell
General
Agent

MASSAGE THERAPY &
SPA TYPE BODYWORKS
by licensed therapist
Health Industries office
753 2613, Res 527-8465
MRS. Theresa, Psychic
Reader 8 Advisor. A true
born psychic, gifted from
God 554-7904 call for
appointment
nso
Lost
And Found
LOST Old female black lab
near Coldwater Walks with limp 489-2351
we
Help
Wanted
A FUN REWARDING
HOME-BASE BUSINESS
for successful career
minded people Family flexibility, join Discovery Toys
Manager Francie Ray,
759-4739
AVON Earn money with
Avon Call 1 800 847 5338
for your starter kit Avon
independent sales
representative
AVON wants individuals in
terested in earning
$8 $14/hr No door to door
1-800 827 4640
DO you need a GED'? Do
you need hope for the fu
ture and help to get a solid
career" We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partner
ship Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
EXPERIENCED cook
needed night shift, good
pay if your willing to work
Apply in person. Spanky's
Puryear,
TN
(901)247-5527

MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
Finally we have found an A+ rated company that will reduce your rate 15°,',, the
second year and 10% the third year if you
do not have claims Also, their first year
ratif in vpry good If your present
Major
Modica' is too high and you have not been
in the hospital in the past year. please call
for a rate quote

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore St. • Murray, KY
753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455.4199

NO Experience $500 to
$900 weekly/potential processing mortgage refunds
Own hours ()14)502 1520
Ext 1209 (24 hours)
PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service is now accepting
applications for light industrial workers in the Murray &
Paris TN areas Must apply
in person at the Village
Office Center next door to
Cain s Jeep Eagle on 641
N 9am 4pm

GROWING CPA firm seek
mg seasonal tax preparer
Must have 2+ years expen
once in computerized corporate and individual tax
return preparation Send
resume to PO Box 1040 R,
Murray, KY 42071

POSITION AVAILABLE
CALLOWAY COUNTY
SCHOOL SYSTEM
JR Food Mart (2)
4th & Chestnut in
Murray is looking for
a mature, hands-on
manager to run a
fast paced retail and
restaurant environment. Experience in
either the grocery or
fast food industries
is helpful. This individual will be responsible for all
facets of a busy, 24
hour, grocery/gasoline/fast food outlet.
He or she will be the
head of a team of 12
'to 15 diverse personalities
whose
goal i's to make JR
Food
Mart
the
cleanest and friendliest place to shop in
Murray. We offer a
competitive
base
salary with incentive
bonuses
determined by sales. If
you are honest, outgoing, and
take
pride in your work,
send -your resume
or background information to West Ky.
Food Service, Inc.,
P.O. Box 729, Murray, Ky. 42071, attention Tim Belcher.

The Calloway County
Board of Education has
a full-time position open

Holiday Inn now hiring
cooks/waitresses, experienced needed Apply in
person, no phone calls
please

or an Auto Mechanic/
Bus Driver CDL required Position is 12
months salaried, and

JERRY S Custom Kitchen
Cabinets is now accepting
applications for wood workers, finishers 8 installers
Prefer experience 409
Sunbury Circle behind
Bunny Bread Murray

offers excellent hinge
benefits Apply at Calloway Board of Education,
2110 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071

SALES An Ohio oil company offers high income
plus cahs bonuses to responsible person in the
Murray area regardless of
experience Write F K
Read, Alubco, Box 426,
Dayton, OH 45401
HIRING carhops day shift
& night shift Apply in person between 1 pm-5pm,
Mon Fri, Sonic Drive In
FULLTIME clinical/
technicial position for specialty physicians practice
Monday Friday, excellent
benefits Send resume to
PO Box 1040 S. Murray, Ky
42071

FULL-time receptionist
Front office position Busy
specialty office located in
Murray Responsible for
data entry, for patient registration, charges. ICD-9,
CPT coding, answers
phone, schedules appointWANTED tobacco Strip- ments Mon Fri, 8am-5pm
Submit resume to - PO Box
pers 492 8516
1040 S. Murray

A POSITION
in an
ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE
- Do you relate well with people?
- Do you place a priority on caring for
others?
- Do you enjoy working as a member
of a team?
- Do you work effectively with your
hands?
If so, we are seeking an exceptional
individual with these qualities. Please
send a thorough resume to Box 1040 P,
Murray, KY 42071. We assure you of
complete confidentiality.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Large West Ky. Ford Lincoln-Mercury
dealership in need of trained factory
technicians. Experience a must. Will
train to meet Ford criteria. Excellent
pay, paid vacations, health insurance,
retirement available. Excellent opportunity.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040 U
'Murray, KY 42071

Fisher-Price'
Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5
Got you down?

JOIN OUR TEAM!!
Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
• working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full-time
production operator in the molding department
Start rate of pay is $543 per hour with an increase to
$5 77 per hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90 days You
have the opportunity to advance to $8 33 per hour.
Please apply only if you are interested in working for
a progressive company whose'work is child's play "
Apply to
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

EXPERIENCED waitress
Apply at Pams 410 Main
FOUR part time positions
now available at Subway
Sandwiches Please apply
in person at Subway, 508 N
12th St

-Home
Furnishing',

Computers

Are you bred,stressed
out, overworked? Tit,
a therapubc pedicure
or hot wax manicure
with aroniatheraphy.

Fringe 'Benefits

Ill

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring friendly hardworking
people Apply in person at
Sirloin Stockade, Murray
2 4pm Mon_ Fri
SWING Town Lounge looking for waitresses & bikini
dancers $600. per week
Apply within, Paris Landing
or call 901-6425548

Eos• Employment Opoonunity Envoy..
Mm V'D

ANT-UKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORYHARD
DRIVE FULL- It this describes your computer
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001.
CHRISTMAS
COMPUTERS- CALL TODAY FOR BEST PRICE,
QUALITY AND SELECTION. HAWKINS RESEARCH 753-7001,

WANTED sitter for elderly
lady Experience & refer
ences required Send re
sume to PO Box 1040 T,
Murray

8711
A #1 cleaning service Experienced, thorough & dependable References
available Call Sheri at
753-3638 today' Homes
and offices
ABSOLUTELY clean' Experienced cleaning service,
home or office, references
available Call Kim at
436-2569
CHILDCARE in my home
Monday, Wednesday. Friday daytime References,
experienced mother of two.
Elementary Education major Fenced in yard, playroom, meal provided Call
Allyson at 753-8007
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
HOUSEWORK done Call
Rose 474-2131, leave
phone number & name
LOVING mother will
babysit My home Mon-Fri,
Sam-5pm Kirksey area,
489-2994

Will Clean
Offices or
Churches
Over 10 Yrs Experience
References Furnished

753-6270
after 4 pm If no answer please leave
message
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!. Professional
cleaning, homes & offices
References Call Wanda
435-4640
WILL babysit weekdays in
my home references available 759 1810
WILL live in with elderly or
housekeeper for people
who need help with children
& domestic work Call
753 4590 ask for Ruby No
answer leave on answering

taB

i
Want
To Buy .

.

ANT•
V'

..

1123 Articles
2 TRUCKLOADS of Culured marble bathroom
sinks Priced as low as
$25/ea & up Paschall Salvage Hwy 641 'A S of
Hazel
BOGARD trucking and excavating. inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
DP Airgometer exercise
bicycle, like new $40
435-4327 or 435 4699

FIBERGLASS panels,
$2/ea & up Underpin now,
beat the cold weather Pas
chall Salvage Hwy 641.7.
S of Hazel
GE appliances, ceiling light
fixtures, inside/outside
doors 759-2177
GO Kart, Shp Briggs &
Stratton engine, excellent
condition.
$350
901 644-1327

HOT Springs hot tub. Moving want to sell. Sovereign
model, seats 5, 2yrs old,
with chemicals. $3,500.
759-1675
KOEHLER
size hodeing I
Sli
7
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489 2724

OVERSTUFFED chair with
Ottqman $200, very nice
753-6170 after 3pm
STRATFORD burgandy &
gold couch & recliner,
$125 753-4589

120

Thelma's Bargain Bin
5095.12th St. Murray, KY
759-9940
Horns Of Quality Used
Furniture And
Appliances
We Buy One Item
Or Houseful!
Financing Available

•••.,

-T

is '7
Bar
63.
Mai
_actc

Gather dried herbal-and floral
wreaths and arrangements.
Pick useful gifts. Glean some
,bargaIns from lovingly used
antiques and etc.
Visit with Evelyn Wallis in

I

cou
drai

The Village-North 12th Street
(next to Dr. Wuest)
t

Wed.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-2

Tooter's Daily Specials
Veg. Soup or Chili, Grilled Cheese, Drink
Chili Dog, Nachos, Drink
Pork Tenderloin. White Beans,
Cornbread Cakes, Dnnk
1/2 Lt. Tooter Burger, Fries, Milkshake
Hot Dog, Fries, Shake
Tooter Dog, Nachos 8 Cheese. Drink

$3.60
$4.00
34.50
$5.25
$3.50
$4.00

Tooter's Antique & Snack Shop
Hazel, Ky. • Phone 492-6111
From Murray turn left first street past U-Tote-Em
Hours:Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m -7p m ;Sun. 1 p m.-430 p.m.

3

1

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors own tst 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
NY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
south to Sq. Hale Road. righter Sq Hale Road 1/4
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC,

753-0466

mile

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
Mazgoomi
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

Service and Quality At
Everyday Low Prices

t,

Nature's Bounty
Luncheon Specials
Monday - Raked Potato w/Cup Soup
AL Vegetables w/Grilled Chicken
Vegetable Lasagna

Freshbaked Bagel wAlup Soup 8s Fruit
Horne
Furnishings

sOLD

COMPUTER disk drive
printer, software, $325
753-6525

Muskat
BALDWIN organ, excellent
shape, nice for home or
church 474 8222

502-759-1333
Amilantas

BENCH-Craft floral 7h sofa
velti
on,

Computers

ship
guai
C
_con:
refe

The Garden Path

Tuesday -

49 DOLLARS for NEW
CD-ROM drive. FREE IN
STALLATION. Cal
HAWKINS RESEARCH
now. 753-7001.

ad

Come Browse Along...

HEATING stove, cost over
$600 new Used 1yr,
blower & thermostat Asking $225 Westinghouse refrigerator, $30 Call
436-5559

SEARS washer & dryer.
white $300/pr 753-2479

learn ro Fin,
1
tor 7 rd,
r,
No F xpener•ce Net est..),
all1 Fuller Part !II,'

r
P56

FISHER fireplace insert
Can be free-standing, used
2yrs New cost $750, will
take $250 7513110

LINE dance lessons
753-2635
Franklin College
Truck Driving
School

..- .r.:

" SOLD

OLD pool table Heavy duty
type used in a pool room
Call 753-5154 after 5pm

Instruction

110

purS

SEASONED firewood Call
THE WOODMASTER
759 9988

I
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753-9433 day
or night

ALL Guaranteed Dryer.
$125 Washer, $125 Refrigerator, $160 Range,
$135 (901)247-3033
Mon Fri 8am 5pm, Sat
Sam-2pm

SENVIC(3

Hert
In
Wor
uner
Ii
blac

Antiques

For Sale
Domestic
8 Childcare

USED furniture queen SEPTIC pump truck Call
sleeper 2pc hying room 354 6521 or 354 6075
suite bedroom & dining
room suites, sofa bed love
seat, rocker, Jenny Lind
babybed, playpen, corner
cabinet, dorm refrigerator,
washer, dry sink, vacuums. GUNS buy sell or trade
childs table & chairs. large 436 5650
& small desks, desk chairs,
chest. dresser. sofa. coffee JANE Fonda treadmill
& end table, cedar chest $400 492 8836
drop leaf dinette, recliner,
2111
platform rockers, beds, old
smoke stand, shower
Firewood
doors, storm doors, storm
sliding glass doors
A FIREWOOD for sale
753-1502
437 4667

ZENITH Easy PC 5121<
RAM dual 3 5 720K flop
pys
monitor, keyboard,
$450 obo Call 436-2109

CASH for mobile home
WANTED Kennel atten- tires & axles 436-2578,
slant far 12 hours, son_901_-644-0679
weekends and holida s
Duties include cleaning, CASH paid tor good, used
feeding & giving the ani- rifles,- shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
mals much love & affection
Would prefer experience Goods, 519 S 12th,
but will train the right per- Murray.
son Please call Marilyn at GOOD used pool table
759-4141
435-4027

Fisher-Price
Fisher-Price has immediate openings on all shifts.
Monday through Friday. for seasonal production
operators If you would prefer to work parttime, the
following shifts are available
9:00 a.m. • 100 p.m. Mon. • Fri.
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Mon. - Frl.
3:30 p.m. - 12 midnight Tues. 8 Thurs.
3:30 p.m. • 12 midnight Mon., Wed., 8 Fri.
Pay rate is $5 151'iour plus 20c per hour when
working the second shift and 25c per hour when
working the third shift
Please apply if you are interested in working bra
progressive company whose "work.is child's play.'
Apply to
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071

ABC'S of COMPUTING.
Call HAWKINS RESEARCH today about
FREE TRAINING for your
now computer. 753-7001.

Oi
In
thou
In
In
asSal
right
In
with
"Be
In

Heavy

Wednesday; - Margarita Chicken
Freshbaked Breadhowl w/Chili Or Soup
Thursday - Fresh
Chicken Parmesan

Friday

Linguini w/Marinar• Sauce

- Mexican Lasagna

Saturday - Gardenburger w/ Cup Chili

1304B Chestnut • Dixieland Shopping Ctr.

753-0575

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111181Mmmiewww—a9MOMmtwi

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day.including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in cidvance),

Call 753-1916 for details.
afialli"0411611110181MMISSAMIX.-
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LOOKING BACK
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Nov. 8, the 312th day of 1994. There are 53 days
left in the year. This is Election Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 8, 1892, former President Cleveland defeated incumbent
Benjamin Harrison for the presidency, becoming the first (and, to
date, only) chief executive to win non-consecutive terms to the White
House.
On this date:
. .
In 1793, the Louvre in Paris began admitting the public, even
•
though the museum had been officially open since August.
In 1889, Montana became the 41st state.
In 1904, President Theodore Roosevelt — who had succeeded the
assassinated William McKinley — was elected to a term in his own
right as he defeated Democrat Alton B. Parker.
In 1923, Adolf Hitler launched his first attempt at seizing power
with a failed coup in Munich, Germany, that came to be known as the
"Beer-Hall Putsch."
In 1932, New York Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt defeated incumbent
Herbert Hoover for the presidency of the United States.
In 1933, President Roosevelt created, by executive order, the Civil
Works Administration, designed to create jobs for more than 4 million
unemployed.
In 1966, Edward W. Brooke of Massachusetts became the first
black to. be elected to the U.S. Senate by popular vote.
Ten years ago: The space shuttle Discovery blasted off into orbit in
pursuit of two wayward satellites that the astronauts would retrieve in
a daring salvage mission.
Five years ago: In an attempt to strengthen his 3-week-old leadership, East German Communist Party chief Egon Krenz ousted the old
guard of the ruling Politburo, replacing them with reformers.
One year ago: Russian President Boris Yeltsin approved a draft
_constitution that would strengthen executive power; it was ratified in a
referendum the following month.
,Today's birthtays: Actor Norman Lloyd is 80. Actress June Havoc
is 78. Actor-director Gene Saks is 73. Heart surgeon Dr. Christiaan
Barnard is 72. Singer Paw Page is 67. CBS newsman Morley Safer-is
63. Actor Alain Delon is 59. Singer Bonnie Raitt is 45. TV personality
Mary Hart is 43. Singer-songwriter Rickie Lee Jones is 40. SingerG arrett4s__31.
Thought for today: "It's not the voting that's democracy — it's the
counting." — Tom Stoppard, Czechoslovak-born British author and
dramatist.

will be mamed 60 years Nov. 14.

Ten years ago

Allen Bucy is pictured as he
stood ready to enter a voting
machine in Precinct 2 on Nov. 6.
Elected were Ronald Reagan as
president and George Bush as
vice president of the United
States; Mitch McConnel as U.S.
Congressman from Kentucky;
Freed Curd as state representative; T.C. Hargrove, Ferrell Miler
and Robert Daniel as members of
Calloway County Board of Eduction; John Weatherly and Dr.
Richard Crouch as members of
Murray Board of Education.
Ricky Skaggs, country music
star, presented a concert on Nov.
4 at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University.
The descendants of Edgar and
Lottic Cooper held a reunion on
Oct. 28 at Ellis Community Center, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Boric F. Wilson

are Ronnie Pool, Nancy McClure,
Linda Harding and Nell Evans.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller has been asked to make
the principal talk at the annual
meeting of the County Judges'
Association on Nov. 19 at
Louisville.
- Murray High School Tigers
beat Fort Campbell 26 to 7 to
become District 1 Football
Champions.
"Houston-McDevitt Clinic
made a nice parking lot where a
house stood. The water goes
under the ground now from Fifth
to Fourth then on under Calloway
County Lumber Company under
Third Street toward the Clarks
River," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nix have
returned from a vacation in New

Twenty years ago

Joe Keeslar, a Murray Industrial Arts teacher and riflebuilder,
has been selected as "Man of the
Year" of Kentucky Corps Lemgriflemen. The award is given to
a person who has displayed
exemplary individual efforts and
has made valuable contributions
to the Corps.
Art works by Jennifer Cochran,
William Spoerner, Michael
Spoerner, Robin Adams, Jason
Clabaugh, Jeffery Garrott and
Rebbie Houston, students of Sylvia Puckett at University Elementary School of Murray, were
selected to be shown at an Invitational Exhibit of Children's Art
at Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Building, Murray State University, this month.
Serving as officers of District
17 of Licensed Practical Nurses

Orleans, La., Panama City, As
and Birmingham, Ala.
Forty years ago

Verne 0. Kyle of Murray has
been re-elected to the Board of
Directors of Associated Industries
of Kentucky. Kyle is general
manager of Murray Manufacturing Company.
Airman Second Class Sam M.
Bell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Bell, is serving with 18th Fighter
Bomber Wing of Air Policemen
in Korea.
Approximately 300 women
attended the "Living Jewels At
your Fingertips," a five-part dramatic flower arrangement program by Mrs. Arthur Wolpert and
Mrs. John Ballway of Louisville,
held at Murray Woman's Club
House. It was sponsored by Garden Department of the club in
cooperation with Mrs. John Ryan.

DEAR ABBY
1)/.7,AR ABBY: I teach business
law at Western Nevada Community
College in Fallon, Nev., and just
read your response to "Apple Annie"
in Tacoma. Wash., to post a sign on
her apple tree saying, "Kids, you're
welcome to my ripples, but please
ask ficst.-I wouldenjoy helping you
select the juiciest ones."
Annie is courting financial disi4ter by allowing the children to trespaSS. In my class on real property

DEAR MRS. KOSTER: Thank
you for the legal advice. It
didn't occur to me that the
apple tree could be a liability to
the owner.
Annie, I'm revising my
answer: Barricade your property, harvest your apples, and
don't share them with the kids.
Also, call your insurance broker!
How do you like them
apple's?

dents to

help themselves, she
increases her duty to warn them of
known dangers, even if the dangers
could be easily determined. If a condition is dangerous, she will now
have the obligation to repair the
condition, or physically protect the

children (prevent them fronvelimbing the tree or provide pruiective
equipment).
Abby, please tell "Apple Annie":

Stop allowing children onto her
property. Keep apples picked. Give
(real estate), I urge my students to
them to the food bank or to her
absolutely prohibit any type of
adult friends. Replace her apple
unnecessary access to their proper— —tree With a non-fruiting-11w. Put up
ty, especially children, in oi•r&i• )
a fence and increase the liability on
avoid possible lawsuits should
her homeowner's policy.
someone be injured.
MRS. DENISE KOSTER..1.1).
By posting a sign inviting stu-

*

*

*

DEAR ABBY: In a recent column, you quoted Letitia Baldrige,
your authority on etiquette for the
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

1990s, who covered expressions of
sympathy. However, there was no
mention of persons who signed the
register on the occasion of a funeral.
I am more appreciative of a person's presence at the funeral service
than I am of a sympathy card that
has been sent by mail. Of course, a
word with the bereaved person at
the end of the funeral service is
nice, but if the crowd is large, this
may not be possible.
In the case of my wife's funeral
recently, a woman signed the regis-

ter, and after her name she wrote:
"She was iii5r-frienA- andl loved
her." I am not acquainted with that
dear woman, but her kind and
touching tribute pleased me immeasurably.
My feeling about a printed card
is that if the sender does not add a
few personal words in his or her
own handwriting, there is not much
point in sending it.

W. BOYCE WHITE,
SILOAM SPRINGS, ARK
DEAR MR. WHITE: I disagree. Adding a few personal
words on a store-bought card
gives it added warmth, but a
card bearing only the sender's
signature is worth sending.

60
.00

.50
25
50

DEAR ABBY: Unzipped zippers
on men, other than being tackylooking, don't usually reveal much.
Women's dresses are another thing.
..Try this one: I walked into the

00
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MAXI'S
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lower level of a bank looking for the
accounting department. I passed a
"picture window" to an office where
a young woman was typing. Apparently, when she sat down, her skirt
had caught on the back of the chair.
There she was — with her entire
lower right extremity exposed up
above her hip. I looked long and
carefully to make sure of what I
saw before I tapped on the window
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to alert her.

R.H.B., CINCINNATI
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The curse of mad scientist's block

DR. GOTT

CATHY
YOU'RE NERVOUS
ABOUT YOUR PARENTS /MEETING ALES
MOTHER, AND ilANT
PIE THERE AS THE
BUEEER GUEST,

WILL YOU COME
FOR THANKSGIVING
OWNER THIS YEAR
CHARLENE ?

By Peter

CON I PUT
I4011 DOWN TO
BRING THE
CONVERSATION?

VA

NOT ASKING YOU TO BE
THE BUFFER GUEST, CHARLENE! VA NOTING YOU AND
YOUR HUSBAND TO SHARE
SPECIAL HOLIDAY MEAL
I
WITH Alsf LINED ONES .

CROSSWORDS
.40 "I think.
therefore

ACROSS
1
4
9
12
13
14
15
17

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
-TH(21
SHOULDN'T lkIE LE
8E.E
SuRe,LIZ.IT MIGHT
NOT BE A GooD

22
24
26
29

oRRE

.b
sw

19
21

WHEN PUPS FIRE BeRN
THE MALE KE.F1LLY
DoEBN'T HAVE Muci-1
To Do WITHIHEM.
THE
AND
FEEDING
IS usuALLy

31
33
34
35

LEFT
ENTirkELV
UPTO-THE_
MOTHER.

37
39
1

Expire
Conform
Bad (prefix)
Gravel ridge
Tennessee
— Ford
Unit
"Goldfinger"
character
Biblical
mountain
Non-poetry
Comparative
ending
Black
Depressed
Young goats
Musician —
John
Spigot
Witness
Again (pref )
Explosive
(abbr )
Brood of
pheasants
Sign on door
2

DOWN
1 Canine
2 A rose — —
rose
3 Fish trap
4

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

— —"
42 — Unseld
44 Haley opus
46 Case for
small articles:
48 — iongg
50 Eye infection
51 Boxingvictory abbr.
53 Biblical
measure
55 Levity
58 Tomorrow
(Sp.)
61 Possess
62 Plant firmly
64 Small mass
65 Some
66 — celebre
67 TV's Vigoda

6

5

7

IWO OMMOU OMM
MMO @MOM MMO
MUMMCIM @MEMO
OMM MOM
BUM UM MEMO
MMO MUM 00101@
MO LIMMUMMM EJM
IMMO MOMM MEIM
CUOMO MU UMMO
MIAMMO MOO
MUOMEIO IMMO@
WM =OM MEM
UOU WPM MMO
1-80 1994 United Feature Syndicate
Flight prefix
Attire
Article
Ms Zadora
Hatcher of
"Lois &
Clark "
9 TV feline
10 Actress Balm
4
5
6
7
8

9

8

10

11

GARFIELD
I LOvE
COMEDY!

14

13

13

0

12UU

HITTING SOMEONE WITH
A PIE ISN'T FLINN4I

16

15

MI

IS UU•20
25

24

22

26
ME

30

34

36
35
•

MO.

Et

51

52

LI
o

49

48

47

46

U32

43

42

41

40
,TITY 1.74V`5

31

29

•
51

UUUU

PEANUTS
55

(DO YOL) THINK IT'S
POSSIBLE TO FALL IN
\ LOVE ACROSS A
\,..c.ROLODEP ROOM?

59

'

56

61

6'

65

66

61

60

11 Deposit
16 Ready — —
18 Astronauts'
"all right"
20 Corrode
22 Weird
23 Cry like a
lamb
25 TV's Rather
27 Divine being
28 Judgment
30 Compass pt
32 Unit of light
36 Pro —
38 Chemical dye
41 "— on the
Bounty"
43 Cul de —
45 Capital of

Canada
47 DDE
49 Cronyn
namesakes
52 Of the ear
54 Commanded
55 Tibetan
gazelle
56 Beard of
grain
57 — Sumac
59 Snare
60 Fruit drink
63 Newspaper
branch
(abbr

H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: A recent television
program indicated that too much cal&
um in the diet can cause extreme
lethargy. If that is so. just how much is
too much?
DEAR READER: I believe that you
misunderstood the thrust of the television show A high concentration of calcium in the bloodstream (more than it
milligrams per deciliter) will, depending
on the level, lead to abdominal pain,
lethargy, confusion, stupor, and coma.
There are many causes of this condition, including tumors and glandular
abnormalities, most of which are diagnosed by blood tests and X-rays Excess
blood calcium is treated with intravenous fluids, during the acute phase
when a dangerous metabolic imbalance
exists
In contrast, calcium in the diet does
not cause symptoms because a healthy
body will use what it needs and excrete
the rest thereby keeping the blood level
below It mg/dL. Actually, dietary calcium is beneficial, especially for older
people in whom it retards osteoporosis.
Consequently, unless your doctor
advises you to do so, you should not
restnct your dietary calcium
You might be interested in learning
that an excess of ANY mineral in the
bloodstream may result in lethargy It's
miraculous how the healthy body maintains calcium (and other mineral) levels
in such a precise and narrow range
DEAR DR. GOTT. After 30 years of
regular menstrual cycles, I now have
episodes of irregularity, cramps and a
heavy flow. Instead of the usual five to
six days the cycle now lasts from in
days to six weeks, and the discharge
contains bits of tissue.
An endometrial biopsy was negative
for cancer I'm told this condition is normal for the years before menopause.
because I may no longer ovulate every
month and the uterine lining is building
up Do you agree with this diagnosis'
DEAR READER. Yes. I do Although
your symptoms seem severe, they are
consistent with early menopause
Ask your gynecologist about the use
of female hormones in pill form or
patches to help you get through these
difficult times
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Menopause " Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self addressed, stamped
envelope to P0. Box 2433, New York,
NY 101f..3 Be sure to mention the title
1994 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Bring
Your Truck
And Save More

Everything
Must Be Sold
To Bare Walls

Must Raise Cash Now
DON'T
MISS
THIS
SALE!

SPECIAL HOURS:

,

Wed.12 noon til
12 Midnight

a•r6.

E

fr4C-

Thur. & Fri.
Sat.
BIG
CONTEMPORARY

LIVING ROOM SET
SOFA • CHAIR
LOVESEAT

ALL

.4e,t0

PIECES

r

r7\
• •"•-n•• -

RUGGED SOLID WOOD
X4

BUNK BED

87

7\71Pces

Heavy
Floor
Lamps

7

COUNTRY

LIVING ROOM
IN CHOICE OF COUNTRY COVERS
ALL
3 PIECES

•

SOLID WOOD
CHAIRS
With Pedestal

TABLE

Sun.

9til7
9til5
12-5

CURVED
GLASS FRONT
CURIOS

$1.99 Solid Oak
$
147
CHAIRS

And 4
Bow Back

Here's The Story!
Due To The Soft
Economy And
Slow Furniture
Sales, The Store
Is Forced To
Raise Cash
At What The
Market Is Deemed 4
Drawer
To Be.
Chest

Save Big On Posture-Mattresses

„

A, Twin

Size

Each Piece
Brand New

All Units
Sold Will Be
Brand
Names In
Cartons

Full Size
$39
All Furniture Sold On A Strict
Twin
FIRST COME FIRST SERVED $39 Full
$69
Queen
BASIS...Whatenr It'll Bring

Each Piece
Brand New
Firm Quality With Innerspring
Comfort Deluxe Luxury Quilted
$39 Ea. Pc. t
$59 Ea. Pc.
$54 Ea. Pc. `r59 Full
Ea. Pc.
$89 Ea. Pc.,
$69 Ea. Pc.
Twin Ea. Pc.
Twin EL Pc. Queen
$89 Ea. Pc.
King
Because OfLow Prices All Mattresses Sold In Sets Only

i Stand
Nte

n97

- 3

-

Satin
White

Master Bedroom

Recliners

WING
'411 , BACK
B
j CHAIR

$87
cr, •

"Country Charm4-Piece

, Legacy Oak

• Velvet Button

TRADITIONAL

777'f

Bs

4 PC.

-YOUTH BEDROOM

187

DAYBEDS
Only

137
87

QUEEN SIZE

SOFA SLEEPER

297

